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ABSTRACT 
One of the most powerful aspects of conducting polymers is their ability to be 
nanostructured through innovative, synthetically manipulated, transformations, such as to 
tailor-make the polymers for specialized applications. In the exponentially increasing wide 
field of nanotechnology, some special attention is being paid to innovative hybrid 
dendrimer-core based polymeric smart materials. Star copolymers are a class of branched 
macromolecules having a central core with multiple linear polymer chains extending from 
the core. This intrinsic structural feature yields a unique 3D structure with extended 
conjugated linear polymer chains, resulting in star copolymers, which have higher ionic 
conductivities than their corresponding non-star conducting polymer counterparts. In this 
study an in-depth investigation was carried out into the preparation and characterization of 
specialized electronic ‘smart materials’. In particular, the preparation and characterization 
of novel conducting dendrimeric star copolymers which have a central poly(propylene 
imine) (PPI) dendrimer core with conducting polypyrrole (PPy) chains extending from the 
core was carried out. This involved, first, the preparation of a series of dendrimeric 
polypyrrole poly(propylene imine) star copolymers (PPI-co-PPy), using generations 1 to 4 
(G1 to G4) PPI dendrimer precursors. The experimental approach involved the use of both 
chemical and electrochemical synthesis methods. The basic procedure involved a 
condensation reaction between the primary amine of a diamino functional PPI dendrimer 
surface and 2-pyrrole aldehyde, to afford the pyrrole functionalized PPI dendrimer (PPI-
2Py). Polymerization of the intrinsically contained monomeric Py units situated within the 
dendrimer backbone was achieved via two distinctly different routes: the first involved 
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chemical polymerization and the second was based on potentiodynamic oxidative 
electrochemical polymerization.  
The star copolymers were then characterized using various sophisticated analytical 
techniques, in-situ and ex-situ. Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H 
NMR) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) were used to determine the 
structures. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to determine the morphology. 
Themogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to study the thermal stability of the prepared 
materials. X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) was used to study the structural make-up of 
phases, crystallinity and amorphous content. Hall effect measurements were carried out to 
determine the electrical conductivity of the chemically prepared star copolymers.  
The PPI-co-PPy exhibited improved thermal stability compared to PPI-2Py, as confirmed 
by TGA. SEM results showed that the surface morphology of the functionalized 
dendrimer and star copolymer differed. The surface morphology of the chemically 
prepared star copolymers resembled that of a flaky, waxy material, compared to the 
ordered morphology of the electrochemically grown star copolymers, which resembled 
that of whelk-like helixes. In the case the electrochemically grown star copolymers, SEM 
images recorded at higher magnifications showed that the whelk-like helixes of the star 
copolymers were hollow tubes with openings at their tapered ends, and had an average 
base diameter of 2.0 µm. X-ray diffraction analysis of the first generation star copolymer 
G1PPI-co-PPy revealed a broadly amorphous structure associated with PPy, and 
crystalline peaks for PPI.  
Cyclic voltammetry (CV), square wave voltammetry (SWV) and electrochemical 
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impedance spectroscopy (EIS) techniques were used to study and model the 
electrochemical reactivity of the star copolymer materials. Electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy data showed that the G1PPI-co-PPy exhibited slightly higher ionic 
conductivity than pristine PPy in lithium perchlorate. The second generation star 
copolymer G2PPI-co-PPy electrochemically deposited on a platinum (Pt) electrode had a 
lower electrochemical charge transfer resistance compared to electrodeposited polypyrrole 
(PPy) on a Pt electrode, and bare Pt. The decrease in charge transfer resistance was 
attributed to an increase in the conjugation length of the polymer as a result of the linking 
of the highly conjugated PPy to the PPI dendrimer.  
Bode impedimetric analysis indicated that G2PPI-co-PPI was a semiconductor, with a 
maximum phase angle shift of 45.3° at 100 MHz. The star copolymer exhibited a 2-
electron electrochemistry and a surface coverage of 99%. Results of Hall effect 
measurements showed that the star copolymer is a semiconducting material, having a 
conductivity of 0.7 S cm-1, in comparison to the 1.5 S cm-1 of PPy.  
To the best of my knowledge, these new star copolymers have not been reported in the 
open literature. Their properties make them potentially applicable for use in biosensors. 
 
-------------------------------------------
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
This chapter provides a brief background on the topic of conducting polymers and 
specifically conducting star copolymers, describes the problem statement and research 
motivation, and presents the aims and objectives of the study that was carried out. 
1.1  Background  
An organic polymer that exhibits highly reversible redox behaviour and a combination of 
properties of metals and plastics is termed as conducting polymer (CP) more commonly, a 
“synthetic metal”. Conducting polymers (CPs) typically contain, as the fundamental 
structural unit, a linear backbone of repeating conjugated monomers [1]; examples include 
polyacetylene (PA), polypyrrole (PPy), polyaniline (PANI), and polythiophene (PT) [1]. 
Electron delocalization is a consequence of the presence of conjugated double bonds in 
the polymer backbone of CPs. Conductivity values for such polymers varies from 10-10 to 
106 S cm-1, covering the range associated with semiconductors and conducting filled 
composites at the lower end, to metals at the higher end. Polymers with electrical 
conductivity or semiconductivity are of interest as lightweight replacements for inorganic 
metals and semiconductors. Conducting polymers have the potential to replace metal 
coatings [2]. Organic conducting and semiconducting polymers may be synthetically 
tailored to optimize desirable material properties, such as the melting point, melt viscosity, 
solubility, electrical and thermal conductivity.  
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Conducting polymer composites, resulting from the blending of an insulating polymer 
matrix with electrical conducting fillers (e.g., carbon black, carbon fibres, metal particles), 
show many interesting features due to their electrical resistivity variation with thermal 
solicitations [3-6]. Recent studies have shown that several conducting polymers, e.g., PPy, 
PANI and poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene) (PEDOT), all have good biocompatibility 
[7-8], and have been proven to be useful alternatives for the development of new 
biodegradable conduits employed for restoring the function of injured peripheral nerves or 
the regeneration of a nerve gap by using electrical stimulation in situ [9]. Conducting 
polymers have electrical and optical properties similar to those of metals and inorganic 
semiconductors, and also exhibit attractive properties associated with conventional 
polymers, such as (generally) ease of synthesis and processing [10]. Polypyrrole exhibits 
good electrical conductivity and high air stability and is a useful conducting polymer. 
Polypyrrole has emerged as an important material because of its wide range of 
technological applications, in various areas, such as secondary batteries [11], 
electrochromic display devices [12], light-emitting diodes [13], capacitors [14], sensors 
[15], membranes [16], and enzyme electrodes [17]. Electrical transport in polymeric 
materials [18] has become an area of increasing research interest because these materials 
have potential use in solid-state devices.  
However, PPy and other conducting electroactive polymers are limited in their practical 
use due to their very brittle structure, insolubility, and poor mechanical and physical 
properties, which restrict their processability [19]. Synthesis of conducting star, graft or 
block copolymers are some of the effective ways to improve the processability of 
conducting polymers [20-21]. Preparation of graft, block and star copolymers permit 
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chemical linkage between the insulating matrix (end groups) and the conjugated polymer, 
thus enhancing the chemical stability of the material [22].  
Star copolymers are a class of branched macromolecules that have a central core to which 
multiple linear polymer chains are attached. The three-dimensional (3D) structure with 
extended conjugated linear polymer chains gives star copolymers properties that are 
different from the typical two-dimensional (2D), linear polymers. Conducting star 
copolymer materials are particularly useful as coatings because of their spheroidal 
structure and their ability to pack in three dimensions [23]. These materials are used in 
their undoped state for applications in which the conductivity requirements are not too 
high, for example static dissipation, or where the optical property of the polymer coating 
is of chief importance, e.g., as a pigment or reflective layer. Materials with conductivities 
in the range 10-6 to 1 S cm-1 may be suitable for these purposes. Furthermore, the 
conducting chains can, surprisingly, provide sufficient intermolecular overlap to give solid 
materials with electrical conductivities higher than the corresponding linear, non-star 
conducting polymers [23-26]. For example, nylon-6 with a star structure has a melt 
viscosity and crystallization half-time that are substantially reduced by the branching [27]. 
The regular 3D structure of star copolymer gels combines the properties of hardness and 
flexibility, and is being investigated for the making of materials that are hard, without 
being brittle [23].  
The combination of star copolymer and conducting polymer structures offers an approach 
to making materials that have the favourable properties of both, i.e., improved 
processability and electrical conductivity. Improved processability results from the 
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spheroidal structure of hyperbranched, dendrimeric, and starburst polymers. A conducting 
star copolymer may be constructed in which two or more different conjugated arms 
radiate from the central core [28]. Doping of conducting star copolymers to increase the 
electrical conductivity may be achieved using existing methods applicable to the 
conjugated radiating chain moieties. For conjugated chains based on Py or thiophene 
units, or derivatives thereof, doping may be achieved by treatment with oxidizing agents 
such as iodine, ferric chloride, ferric tosylate, gold trichloride, and antimony chloride. If 
the polymer side chains are composed of PANI, doping can be achieved by treatment with 
acid [29]. Doping can also be achieved electrochemically by confining the polymer to an 
electrode surface and subjecting it to an oxidizing or reducing potential in an 
electrochemical cell. In this way, doped thin films on conducting substrates are obtained. 
Applications of conducting polymers in batteries, supercapacitors and electrochromic 
displays frequently entails doping of the polymer by such an electrochemical process [23]. 
The synthesis of conducting star, graft and block copolymers leading to a new material 
with modulated properties can be employed [20-21]. Graft and block copolymerization 
permit the creation of chemical linkage between the insulating matrix (end groups) and the 
conjugated polymer, thus enhancing the processability and chemical stability of 
conducting polymers [22]. Electrochemical copolymerization can afford a variety of 
conducting materials with different optical, electrical and morphological properties, as 
well as controlled electrochromic properties [30-32]. 
Poly(propylene imine) (PPI) dendrimers are highly branched macromolecules terminating 
with amino groups. They have several interesting characteristics, and can be used as 
hydrogen donors because of their high density of amino groups. Many of the properties of 
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dendrimers are strongly influenced by the terminal groups [33-35]. Dendrimer-like star 
branched polymers have recently appeared as a new class of hyperbranched polymers. 
They are recognized as nano-ordered globular macromolecules from their architectures 
and have many characteristic structural features, such as hierarchic hyperbranched 
structures, generation-based radial architectures, different branch densities between core 
(inside) and shell (outside), and many junction points and end-groups [36-37]. Dendrimer-
star copolymers [38], with a new type of molecular architecture, in which many linear 
homo or block copolymer chains are attached to the dendrimers, have been developed 
because they combine the properties of star copolymers with those of dendrimers [39-44]. 
Two general methods have been used to prepare the dendrimer-star copolymers. One 
involves linking monofunctional linear polymers onto the dendrimer surface [39, 43-45]. 
The other involves growth of armed polymer chains from the surface of the dendrimer by 
“controlled/living” polymerization reactions, such as anionic polymerization [46], ring-
opening polymerization [47], and atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [48].  
A series of star-shaped copolymers, using the generation 1 to generation 5 (G1-G5) PPI as 
the core, have been prepared to investigate their miscibility properties with linear 
polystyrene [49-50]. The unsaturated end groups of polyisobutylene were converted into 
anhydride termini by an ene reaction with maleic anhydride, and the product was reacted 
with the PPI dendrimers to afford PPI-polyisobutylene star copolymers [51]. It is also 
possible to synthesize a variety of block copolymers with the same branched architectures 
by introducing different polymer segments at different generation. Such block copolymers 
generate unique and characteristic nanostructures ordered superstructures and 
supramolecular assemblies because of their hierarchic hyperbranched architectures. 
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Interesting morphologies and nanostructured materials have been reported by several 
research groups [52-58]. Hee-Soo Yoo et al. [59] synthesized a series of dendrimer-like 
star-branched polystyrenes by developing an iterative methodology based on the “arm-
first” divergent approach, and obtained products with controlled molecular weights and 
compositions, and narrow molecular weight distributions [59]. Dendritic copolymers are a 
specific group of dendrimers. There are two different types of copolymers. Segment-block 
dendrimers are built with dendritic segments of different constitution. They are obtained 
by attaching different wedges to one polyfunctional core molecule. Layer-block 
dendrimers consist of concentric spheres of differing chemistry. They are the result of 
placing concentric layers around the central core. Hawker and Fréchet [60] synthesised a 
segment-block dendrimer which had one ether-linked segment and two ester-linked 
segments. They also synthesised a layer-block dendrimer. The inner two generations were 
ester-linked and the outer three ether-linked. 
Thus, dendrimer-like star-branched polymers and block copolymers are promising 
specialty functional materials, with many possible applications to drug, vaccine, and gene 
encapsulated delivery devices, surface modifiers, functional nanosize spheres and 
micelles, surfactant, molecular recognition systems, microelectronic materials, etc.  
1.2  Problem Statement and Research Motivation 
Conducting polymers have become important materials because of their wide range of 
electronic applications, such as in secondary batteries and sensors; they provide 
conductive/electroactive carrier matrix platforms to effectively wire enzymes to 
underlying electrodes. Polypyrrole is a popular conducting polymer because it exhibits 
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good electrical conductivity and high air stability, and is potentially useful in diverse 
applications. However, the practical uses of PPy and other CPs are limited, due to their 
very fragile structural stability and insolubility, which give rise to processing difficulties. 
The synthesis of micronized conducting star copolymers, rather than linear 
macromolecular polymers, is one of the more effective ways of improving the properties 
of conducting polymers. In terms of preparative protocols, graft and block 
copolymerization could be useful, because the chemical linkage between the conjugated 
polymers can improve the chemical stability of these polymers.  
1.3  Aim and Objectives 
1.3.1  Aim 
There is a rapidly growing need for organic materials with tailored properties. In the past 
decade, various hyperbranched polymers have been commercialized and are now being 
used in a number of high performance applications such as sensors, membranes and photo 
related applications. Dendrimers and dendronized conducting copolymers present 
polymeric materials with complex macromolecular architectures where the material 
properties can be tailored for specific advanced applications. However, conducting star 
copolymers have been synthesized for the first time. In order to tailor these materials for 
future applications such as super capacitance material, rechargeable batteries, sensor and 
biosensor applications, as well as optical power limiting materials, new and versatile 
synthetic tools must be developed. Moreover, the structure property relationship of these 
materials must be further understood. However, the challenge in the development of 
electronic smart materials (conducting star copolymers) for the availability of suitable 
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support material by attaching or incorporating the core and shall polymer chains to make 
copolymers. In electrochemistry this will allow the flow of electrons from the solution to 
the transducer. This support material is often a conducting polymer, copolymer, or a 
conducting composite. 
In this study, dendrimers were used as platforms to prepare novel conducting star 
copolymers materials. In particular, the aim of this study was to develop electronic smart 
materials having a PPI dendrimer core with conducting PPy chains extending from the 
core. To achieve this, a set of key research questions categorized as a series of objectives 
is outlined. 
1.3.2  Objectives 
The following were the specific research objectives: 
(i) Prepare functionalized dendrimers (G1-G4) with Py, to afford PPI-2Py. 
(ii)  Chemically and electrochemically copolymerize PPI-2Py with PPy monomer to 
 prepare PPI-co-PPy star copolymers. 
(iii)  Characterize the above star copolymers using analytical techniques such as Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), X-ray 
diffraction spectrometry (XRD), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  
(iv)  Carry out electrochemical characterization and impedance modelling of the star 
 copolymers in solution, and as electrode modifiers. 
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(v) Determine the conductivity of the star copolymers by means of Hall effect 
 measurements. 
1.4  Layout of the Document 
This document is divided into the following six chapters: 
•Chapter 1 presents a general introduction, motivation for the study, the aims and 
objectives. 
•Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the field of study, with focus on conducting 
polymers and dendrimers. 
•Chapter 3 describes the materials and methods used, for synthesis and characterization. 
Experimental procedures for the chemical and electrochemical syntheses of conducting 
star copolymer are described. The theory related to selected analytical techniques that 
were used is included  
•Chapter 4 presents the results of the characterization of the products obtained after the 
chemical and electrochemical syntheses of the conducting star copolymer. 
•Chapter 5 presents the results of the electrochemical characterization and impedance 
modelling of the second generation poly(propylene imine)-co-polypyrrole (G2PPI-co-
PPy) star copolymer in solution, and as electrode modifiers. 
•Chapter 6 presents conclusions and recommendations for future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review 
2.1  Introduction  
This chapter is an elaborated follow up of Chapter 1. The main focus of this review is to 
explore the themes of the research: conducting polymers and dendrimers. The scope of 
this review can be summarized as follows: conducting star copolymers, synthesis and 
applications of PPI dendrimer copolymers. 
2.2  Conducting Polymers 
Conducting polymers typically contain as the fundamental structural unit a linear 
backbone of repeating conjugated monomers, exemplified by polyacetylene, polypyrrole, 
polyaniline, and polythiophene [1]. Two general types of conducting polymers exist. One 
group is a composite material that uses a polymer to hold together conducting filler such 
as metal flakes or carbon black. The second group consists of a set of polymers whose 
backbone intrinsically propagates charge, making the polymer itself conducting [61]. 
Conductivity values for such polymers can vary from 10-10 to 106 S cm-1, covering the 
range associated with semiconductors and conducting filled composites, at the lower end, 
to metals at the higher end. Polymers with essential electrical conductivity or 
semiconductivity are of interest as lightweight replacements for inorganic metals and 
semiconductors. In addition, conducting polymers have the prospect to replace metal 
coatings and may be applied by more economical non-vacuum processes, such as from 
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solution or from the melt [62]. Conducting polymers such as PPy, PT, PA and PANI have 
experienced much development over the past 25 years. These and other conducting 
polymers such as polythiophene have been used in a variety of applications ranging from 
sensors to capacitors to light-emitting diodes and batteries [63-65]. Organic conducting 
and semiconducting polymers may be synthetically tailored to optimize desirable 
properties such as melting point, melt viscosity, solubility, electrical and thermal 
conductivity. In general, conductive/semiconducting polymers consist of a backbone of 
repeating monomer units with extended pi-electron delocalization. Figure 2.1 shows 
examples of polymer backbones that are popular for forming conducting or 
semiconducting polymers. 
SN
H
NH
n nn
Polythiophene
         PT
Polypyrrole
PPY
Polyaniline
    PANI  
Figure 2.1: Standard conducting polymers. 
Electrically conducting properties are frequently observed not only in polymers with 
hundreds or thousands of repeating units, but also in oligomers with 4 to 10 repeating 
units. Therefore, the conducting or semiconducting properties of a conducting polymer are 
enhanced by long-range ordering of the polymer in the solid state reference. Conducting 
polymer composites, resulting from the blending of an insulating polymer matrix with 
electrical conducting fillers (carbon black, carbon fibres, metal particles), show many 
interesting features due to their electrical resistivity variation with thermal solicitations [3-
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6]. Recent studies have showed that conducting polymers namely, PPy, PANI and 
PEDOT, all have good biocompatibility [7-8, 66], and have been proven to be promising 
alternatives for developing new biodegradable conduits used for restoring the function of 
injured peripheral nerves or the regeneration of a nerve gap by using electrical stimulation 
in situ [9].  
2.2.1  Synthesis of Conducting Polymers  
Conducting polymers are either synthesized chemically or electrochemically. Both 
methods have advantages and disadvantages, as summarized in Table 2.1 [1]. 
Table 2.1: Comparison of chemical and electrochemical polymerization of CPs 
Polymerization 
approach 
Advantages Disadvantages 
 
Chemical 
polymerization 
 
-Large-scale production 
possible 
-Post-covalent modification of 
bulk CP possible 
-More options to modify CP 
backbone covalently 
-Cannot make thin films 
-Synthesis more 
complicated 
 
Electrochemical 
polymerization 
 
-Thin film synthesis possible 
-Ease of synthesis 
-Entrapment of molecules in 
CPs 
-Doping is simultaneous 
-Difficult to remove film 
from electrode surface 
-Post-covalent 
modification of bulk CP 
is difficult 
 
Chemical synthesis includes unusual methods of either condensation polymerization (i.e., 
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step growth polymerization) or addition polymerization (i.e., chain growth 
polymerization). Condensation polymerization proceeds via the loss of small molecules, 
such as hydrochloric acid or water. With chemical synthesis of polymers, it is possible to 
synthesize CPs that is currently not possible with electrochemical synthesis. 
Electrochemical synthesis is a common alternative for making CPs, particularly because 
this synthetic procedure is relatively straightforward [1, 67]. This method consists of 
dissolving monomer into a solvent/electrolyte medium followed by the electrodeposition 
of a polymer film onto an electrode surface by using pulse, galvanostatic, potentiostatic or 
sweeping techniques [68]. All CPs can be synthesized chemically, but electrochemical 
synthesis is limited. The standard CPs (e.g., PPy, PT, PANI and PEDOT) can be 
polymerized both chemically and electrochemically.  
2.2.2  Different Conducting Polymers 
For conducting polymers to be used in applications, it needs to have excellent electronic 
and mechanical properties, solution or melt processability as well as high environmental 
stability. A list of conducting polymers widely used today is shown in Figure 2.2 and 
includes polyacetylene, polythiophene, poly(3-alkyl-thiophene), polypyrrole, 
polyisothiophene, polyethylene dioxythiophene, polyparaphenylene vinylene and 
polyaniline [69]. 
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S
N
H
NH
S
S
R
S
OO
S
n
n
n
Polythiophene (PT)
Polypyrrole (PPy)
Polyaniline (PANI)
n
Polyacetylene (PA)
n
Polyisothiophene (FTIN)
n
Poly(3-alkyl-thiophene)
n
Polyethylene dioxythiophene (PEDOT)
n
Polyparaphenylene vinylene
n
Polypara phenylene sulphide (PPs)
 
Figure 2.2: Structures of a few conducting polymers [70]. 
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A change in emphasis in the area of materials science and chemistry has opened new 
approaches to the areas of analytical sensing, which influences the design of sensors, 
particularly those that use electrochemical or spectroscopic transduction methods. The 
application of CPs has been widespread, to include the areas of sensors, actuator 
components in microsurgical tools, controlled drug delivery systems, corrective 
implantable aids, life-like prosthetic limbs, actuators and artificial muscles. Since the early 
1990s, CPs have been extensively reported to function as thin films for batteries, sensors, 
ion-selective electrodes and solid-state devices [70-71]. One conducting polymer that has 
received great attention is PPy, due to its wide range of technological applications in 
several areas. It has been widely studied, and characterized by thermal analysis and 
electrochemical techniques, including CV and EIS. 
2.2.3  Applications of Conducting Polymers 
Conducting polymers have electrical and optical properties similar to those of metals and 
inorganic semiconductors, but also exhibit the attractive properties associated with 
conventional polymers, such as ease of synthesis and processing [10]. This unique 
combination of properties has given these polymers a wide range of applications in the 
microelectronics industry. Specific industrial application of conducting polymers are 
charted in Figure 2.3  
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Conducting Polymers
Transducers
Piezoelectric
Optical Storage
Solid State 
Photochemical 
Reactions Sensor
Solid 
State
Conductive 
Surface 
EMI/ESD
Magnetic 
Recording
Electrochromic
Non-Linear
   Optical 
Phenomena
Frequency Doubler
Super Conductors
Josephson Juction 
Computer Logic 
High Field Magnet 
Generators
Led Photocopiers
Photoconducting
Plastic Batteries
Super Capacitor 
Connectors
Conducting Composites
Metal
Ferromagnetism
Display Devices  
Figure 2.3: Applications of conducting polymers [10]. 
2.3  Conjugated Polymers 
Conjugated polymers are organic macromolecules which consist at least of one backbone 
chain of alternating double- and single-bonds; they combine the electrical properties of 
semiconductors with the mechanical properties of plastics. Applications of conjugated 
polymers in organic electronic devices such as light-emitting diodes and solar cells 
depend critically on the nature of electronic energy transport in these materials 
2.3.1  Electrochemistry  
When an electroactive polymer film is adsorbed onto a working electrode and immersed 
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into an electrolyte solution it can be either oxidized, reduced, or both. Cyclic voltammetry 
provides a convenient method for the analysis of an electroactive polymer because the 
observed redox processes can vary as a function of the polymer’s fundamental electronic 
structure, morphology, solvent interactions, and electrolyte interactions [72]. 
2.3.2  Electron Classification 
Electrons are essential for conductivity. Electrons are classified into one of four categories 
in materials. Core electrons are tightly bound to the nucleus and remain on the element’s 
nucleus, with few exceptions. The electrons are found between two bonded nuclei and are 
responsible for keeping the structure together. The n electrons are thought of with 
heteroatoms (i.e., O, N, S, P, etc) and have an effect on the reactivity of a bond. The π 
electrons are involved in binding but form weaker and less localized bonds than the 
internuclear bonds of an electron. The π electrons are thought to be moving in the field 
created by the nuclei and the other electrons, and they require the least amount of energy 
to jump to the next energy state (see Figure 2.4). 
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δ-antibonding
π- bonding
n (non-bonding)
π-antibonding
δ - bonding
Binding 
Energy
 
Figure 2.4: Binding energy levels of σ, π, and n electron states for organic molecules 
[73].  
The double bond between the C units gives rise to the conjugated bond. The π electron 
serves as the one electron per atom that makes conduction possible. Polymers which 
contain π electrons are known as conjugated polymers. 
2.4  Band Theory 
Band theory is widely used to understand the electrical conduction. When two identical 
atoms each having a half-filled orbital are brought together the two orbitals interact to 
produce two new orbitals, one of lower energy and one of higher energy. The magnitude 
of this energy difference is determined by the extent of orbital overlap. The two electrons 
go into the lower-energy orbital. The (now-filled) lower energy orbital is a bonding orbital 
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and the higher-energy (empty) orbital is an antibonding orbital. There is energy spacing 
between the highest of the low-energy orbitals (HOMOs) and the lowest of the high-
energy orbitals (LUMOs) and this is called the band gap (Eg). In other words, Eg is the 
energy difference between the valence and conduction bands. In band theory, an insulator 
has completely filled and completely empty energy bands with a large gap between its 
energy bands. A conducting material has a number of free electrons in an incomplete 
energy band (see Figure 2.5). At temperatures higher than 0 K, electrons can jump into the 
higher energy bands, creating the possibility of conduction. Depending on the size of the 
electron gap, the material can be an insulator or a semiconductor. In materials with 
electron gaps of approximately l eV or below, the number of electrons that are excited at 
room temperature becomes more significant, and they are thought of as semiconductors. 
In general the conductivities of semiconductors can range from 103 to 10-9 S cm-1.  
Eg
E
E
Insulator Semiconductor
Eg
Conducting
substance (metal)
Increasing
energy
wide band gap narow band gap
Energy levels in conduction band
Energy levels in valence band
 
Figure 2.5: Energy gap representation of an insulator, semiconductor and metal [74]. 
In a metal there is no gap. This means that orbitals are freely available for conduction, 
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metals generally have conductivities along the lines of 106 S cm-1, and insulators are at the 
other end of the spectrum with magnitudes around 10-22 S cm-1. On the other hand, 
insulators have a very large Eg, and hence thermal excitation of carriers is not possible. 
Most semiconductors are inorganic, crystalline solids, the magnitude of the gap is such 
that electrons may be thermally excited across it, putting the electrons into the empty 
upper band, where they can conduct, and leaving holes in the lower band, which can also 
conduct [75]. In the case of highly conjugated conducting polymers it can display 
semiconductor properties without the inorganic, crystalline structure. The difference 
between energy levels within these two sets of orbitals is so small that the bands may be 
regarded as continuous and the electron can take any energy within. Doping with an anion 
or cation can be used to increase the conductivity of these polymers (see Figure 2.6) [74].  
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Figure 2.6: The conductivity of various conducting polymers at 24 °C. (a-e) forms of 
[CH(I3)]x, (f-k) forms of PAN, (l, m) PPy doped with PF6, (n) PPy (TSO), (o, p) forms of 
PT, (q) PPV (H2SO4), (r) PPP (AsF5), (s) Kr-implanted poly(phenylenebenzobisoazole), 
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(t-z) undoped versions of the respective polymers [74]. 
Doping for inorganic and crystalline solids is slightly different to doping in conducting 
polymers. For inorganic semiconductors, the dopant is at the level of parts per million 
whereas for conducting polymers, the dopant can form up to 50% of the polymer weight. 
2.4.1  Band Theory for Conducting Polymers 
Rigid band models like those used in semiconductor physics are not completely accurate 
for conducting polymer. At first it appears that conducting polymers have similar 
properties to inorganic crystalline semiconductors, but the movement of electrons varies 
between these two types of materials. In conducting polymers, oxidizing or reducing the 
material does not create free electrons or holes at the conduction bands. 
This is because structural deformation occurs along the polymer backbone, where the 
transfer of charge occurs, and creating areas more likely to transmit charge. Conducting 
polymers all have it-conjugated systems, with alternating single and double bonds along 
the polymer backbone. They are unusual because they can conduct without having 
partially empty or filled bands. For conducting polymers, when an electron is excited from 
the valence band, a polaron is created. Unlike traditional band theory, the hole that the 
electron leaves is not completely empty. Instead, partial delocalization takes place and 
results in a structural deformity from several of the surrounding monomer units to balance 
the energy level created by the electron, thus polarizing the nearby material, which 
transforms into a new equilibrium condition hence the term polaron. In PPy, bipolarons 
form and the change affects approximately four monomer units [76]. 
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In the doping process, defects are generated that form radical cations or anions, which are 
also polarons. A polaron consists of two defects: a charged defect accompanied by a 
neutral defect, also known as an ion and a radical. Within this framework, two types of 
conducting polymers exist: those with a degenerate ground state (trans-polyacetylene) and 
those with a non-degenerate ground state (PPy). For the polymers with degenerate ground 
states, the initial charge forms a polaron, and a subsequent charge will create another 
polaron. The two polarons, however, degenerate to form two charge solitons. For non-
degenerate polymers, however, solitons are not formed with two charges, but pairs of 
defects are created called bipolarons. With the degenerate polymers the energy level for 
the distorted state is equivalent to that of the original structure. For the non-degenerate 
materials the energy level of the distorted state is not equivalent which causes the 
bipolaron to form with two charges to maintain balance [77]. For non-degenerate systems 
(PPy, polythiophene, etc.) at low doping levels, charges are stored as polarons and 
bipolarons. The polaron is the radical cation or anion accompanied by the lattice distortion 
resulting from the charge (Figure 2.7).  
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representations: (a) a polaron, and (b) a bipolaron on a PPy chain. 
The lower schematic (c) represents the deformation of the polymer lattice created from the 
charge defects [78-79].  
Polypyrrole is a highly disordered polymer with as many as one defect for every three 
rings [79]. These charges defects create an electrically conductive partially filled band. 
Bipolarons are formed when two polarons form on the same polymer chain. Another 
method of transport occurs when the polarons and bipolarons hop to nearby chains to 
carry the electric current. When PPy is oxidized and becomes more conducting, it is a 
polycation with many of these delocalized positive charges on its backbone which are 
countered by dopant anions. 
The function of polarons and bipolarons can also be considered with Eg analysis (Figure 
2.8). When a polaron is formed it forms two energy states equidistant from the centre of 
the gap. An electron or hole polaron can be formed with the electron polaron having the 
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lower energy state occupied by two electrons with opposite spins. 
a b c  
Figure 2.8: Energy levels: (a) soliton (neutral, positively, negatively charged states), (b) 
polaron (neutral, positively, negatively charged states), and (c) bipolaron (positively and 
negatively charged states) [77]. 
In bipolaron formation, both energy states are occupied by two electrons with opposite 
spin; or, if it is a hole formation, both energy states are empty. In the case of a soliton, 
only one energy state is formed in the centre of the gap [77]. To maintain conductivity, 
valence electrons must move into conduction band through the gain of energy. The 
product of the carrier mobility (μ), the charge (q), and the concentration of carrier (n) is 
the electrical conductivity (σ). 
σ = μ*q * n                                                                                                                     (2.1) 
For conducting transport, the polarons and bipolarons must be able to overcome the 
energy barrier and hop from chain to chain. This interchain hopping is the second 
component of charge transport in conducting polymers. 
2.4.2  The Origin of Band Structure 
One of the most important concepts in understanding the properties of conducting 
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polymers is the origin of band structure. As shown in Figure 2.9 for the PPy system [80], 
molecular orbital perturbation effects lead to energy states that are very close in energy, to 
the point such that excitations can occur through thermal population. 
 
Figure 2.9: The origin of band structure in PPy. Figure adapted with permission from 
Salzner et al. [80]. 
As the length of the polymer chain increases progressively from 1 to infinity, the occupied 
valence orbitals form continuous bands called the valence bands, VB, and the empty 
orbitals coalesce into continuous bands called the conduction bands, CB. The polymer 
HOMO is thus defined as the highest occupied state in the valence band, and the LUMO is 
defined as the lowest unoccupied state in the conduction band. The difference in energy 
between the HOMO and the LUMO is defined as the band gap. The band gap has an 
enormous effect on the properties of the conducting polymer, with the greatest effect on 
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the optical absorption spectrum. The band gap represents the lowest energy transition for a 
photoexcitation, and thus the onset of the polymer absorbance spectrum will be equal to or 
greater than the band gap [81]. 
2.5  Conductivity 
Electrical conductivity in PPy involves movement of positively charged carriers or 
electrons along polymer chains and hopping of these carriers between chains. It is 
generally believed that the intra-chain hopping resistance is much greater than the 
interchain transport resistance. Conductivity of PPy can range from those of insulators 
with almost no conductivity (10-5Ω-1cm-1) to 100 Ω-1cm-1 [79]. Doping ions help to 
decrease the band gap between the energy levels (Figure 2.10). Polypyrrole is conducting 
because of the ability for electrons to hop along the polymer chains and across interchains 
due to the x-conjugating bonds. By using smaller counter anions with coplanarity with the 
polymer chains, the conductivity can be increased [82]. Conductivity within conducting 
electroactive polymers (CEPs) is a complex issue. A polymer that can exhibit conductivity 
across a range of some 15 orders of magnitude most likely utilizes different mechanisms 
under different conditions. In addition to the electronic conductivity exhibited by CEPs, 
they possess ionic conductivity due to the solvent/electrolyte incorporated during 
synthesis [83]. 
Dopants such as hydrogen peroxide, polyethylene oxide, dodecylbenzenesulfonate, and 
salts containing transition metal ions have all been used [84-86]. Studies have found that 
longer deposition times, lower plating potentials and temperatures, and higher 
concentrations of monomer and electrolyte are favourable for conductivity and stability 
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[87]. Other modifications such as increasing the roughness of the plating surface has also 
been shown to increase conductivity [82]. The addition of water into the electrodeposition 
solution also produces a more conducting polymer, possibly because water serves as a 
better proton scavenger than PPy in the solution [88]. 
1.4 eV
a ) b ) c ) d )
4.0 eV
 
Figure 2.10: Band structure representation of PPy and how it is modified with doping: (a) 
no dopant, (b) intermediate doping level (bipolarons are non-interacting at this point), (c) 
33% dopant per monomer, (d) 100% dopant per monomer. The material changes from an 
insulator with a band gap of 4.0 eV to a semiconductor with full doping at l.4 eV [89].  
2.5.1  Thermal Conductivity 
Thermal conductivity is the ability of the material to conduct heat. It depends on the 
mobility and vibration of the molecules, and also the specific heat of the substance. Lunn 
et al. studied the thermal conductivity of polypyrrole in the temperature range 280-335K 
[90]. They showed that the relationship between thermal and electrical conductivity for 
polypyrrole was more complicated than a simple Wiedemann–Franz proportionality.  
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2.5.2  The Hopping Process 
Conduction via localized electrons implies discrete jumps across an energy barrier from 
one site to the next. In other words, if two molecules are separated by a potential barrier, a 
carrier on one side can move to the other side either by tunneling through the barrier or by 
moving over the barrier via an activated state. The latter process is called hopping. Carrier 
mobility is the main reason of electrical transport in conducting polymers. Mobility of the 
charge carriers can be restricted as the degree of overlapping decreases in molecular or 
atomic levels. As the electronic states become increasingly localized, transport of the 
particle occurs through hopping process. The relative importance of these two 
mechanisms depends on the shape of the barrier and on the availability of thermal energy. 
This thermally activated type of mobility will increase with temperature, of course, in 
contrast to that in band conduction. It is apparent that we can learn much about the 
conduction process by determination of carrier mobility, e.g., its temperature dependence 
provides a good criterion by which we can distinguish band and hopping types of 
mechanisms. Although polymers are amorphous materials, a short-range order prevails in 
most of these materials. Hence the theory that is used to explain the electronic band 
structure in crystalline phase can also be applied in amorphous polymers. If the spatial 
fluctuations in the interatomic distances are large, the correspondingly large and random 
fluctuations in the height or depth of the potential wells may lead to the localization of 
states below a certain critical and well-defined energy. When the carrier mobility is low 
and the mean free path is comparable with interatomic distance, the conduction can be 
expected to take place by a hopping process in the localized states.  
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In order to obtain hopping conduction, it is necessary to have an insulating or 
semiconducting material exhibiting a few intrinsic thermal free carriers at least over a 
limited energy region, a large density of sites through which charge transfer can take 
place. There are mainly three types of transport for the carrier mobility: single chain or 
intermolecular transport, interchain transport and interparticle contact [91]. The intra-
chain movement depends on the effective conjugation of the polymer, while the interchain 
jumping is determined by the stacking of the polymer molecules. In a hopping 
mechanism, only those carriers with an energy kT, where k is the Boltzman constant and T 
is the temperature, below the Fermi level have a significant probability of hopping. Mott 
[92] showed that for strongly localized states, the conductivity at low temperatures must 
follow a relationship of the ega. 2.2 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −≈
4
1
T
Bexpσ                                                                                                       (2.2) 
where: σ is the conductivity and B is a constant related to the hopping mechanism. At high 
temperatures, deviations from T1/4 occur, which can be understood in terms of interchain 
hopping [92]. A carrier trapped in a chain, after detrapping, may drift along the same 
chain or may hop into an adjacent chain. In amorphous polymers, the conduction occurs 
due to two distinct processes: a temperature-dependent trap hopping and a comparatively 
less dependent interchain hopping. 
2.5.2  Solitons, Polarons and Bipolarons 
Polymer doping leads to the formation of conjugational defects, solitons, polarons and 
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bipolarons in the polymer chain. The presence of localized electronic states of energies 
less than the band-gap arising from changes in local bond order, including the formation 
of solitons, polarons and bipolarons, has led to the possibility of new types of charge 
conduction [93]. The ground state structures of such polymers are two-fold degenerate; 
the charged cations are not bound to each other by a higher energy bonding configuration 
and can freely separate along the chain. The effect of this is that the charged defects are 
independent of one another and can form domain walls that separate two phases of 
opposite orientation and identical energy. These are called solitons; solitons are 
subdivided into three categories: neutral soliton, positive soliton and negative soliton. An 
interesting observation at this point is that charged solitons have no spin; however, neutral 
solitons have spin but no charge. A positively charged soliton occurs when an electron is 
removed from the localised state of a neutral soliton by oxidation. A negatively charged 
soliton is produced when an electron is inserted by reduction (Figure 2.11). Solitons 
produced in polyacetylene are believed to be delocalized over about 12 CH units, with the 
maximum charge density next to the dopant counterion. The bonds closer to the defect 
show less bond alternation than the bonds away from the centre. Soliton formation results 
in the creation of new localized electronic states that appear in the middle of the energy 
gap. At high doping levels, the charged solitons interact with each other to form a soliton 
band, which can eventually merge with the band edges to create true metallic conductivity 
[94-95]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11: Soliton structures of polyacetylene [95]. 
Polarons are obtained as a combination of a neutral and a charged soliton on the same 
polymer chain. Further oxidation causes more and more polarons to form and eventually 
the unpaired electron of the polaron is removed, or two lose polarons can combine to form 
dications or bipolarons (Figure 2.12) [96-97]. The oxidative doping of PPy proceeds in the 
following way. An electron is removed from the p-system of the backbone producing free 
radical and a spinless positive charge. The radical and cation are coupled to each other via 
local resonance of the charge and the radical. In this case, a sequence of quinoid-like rings 
is used. The distortion produced by this is of higher energy than the remaining portion of 
the chain. The creation and separation of these defects costs a considerable amount of 
energy. This limits the number of quinoid-like rings that can link these two bound species 
together. The polaron state of the PPy it is believed that the lattice distortion extends over 
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four Py rings. This could be either a radical cation or radical anion. This creates a new 
localized electronic state in the gap, with the lower energy states being occupied by a 
single unpaired electron. The polaron state of polypyrrole is symmetrically located about 
0.5 eV from the band edges [98-99]. Bipolarons and polarons are self-localized particle-
like defects associated with characteristic distortions of the polymer backbone and with 
quantum states deep in the energy gap due to strong electron–lattice coupling. A polaron 
has a spin ±1/2 and an electric charge ±e, whereas a bipolaron is spin less with a charge 
±2e. A consistent description of the dynamics of the mechanism of creation, stability and 
transition of polarons and bipolarons constitutes a critical problem in the understanding of 
these materials. The polaron-bipolaron transition problem was explicitly addressed by Cik 
et al. in poly(3-dodecyl thiophene) in connection with temperature changes [100]. They 
found that when the sample was heated and subsequently cooled there was an 
amplification of the diamagnetic inter- and intra-chain bipolarons. Kaufman et al. studied 
PPy [101] by optical-absorption spectroscopy and ESR and reported that the metastable 
states possess spin, while the stable states do not. Their data revealed a slow transition, 
consistent with the diffusion rate limited by the mobility of the dopant. Two mechanisms 
have been put forward to explain the transition from polaron to bipolaron states: Polarons 
recombination into bipolaron [100-102], where the bipolaron is generated when polarons 
with the same electric charge meet each other; and single-polaron to bipolaron transition 
[103-105], where the polaron structure is transformed by the addition of one extra charge. 
The neutral polymer has full valance and empty conduction bands with a separated band 
gap. Formation of polaron and bipolaron generates new energy levels located at midgap. 
Upon further oxidation the free radical of the polaron is removed, creating a new spinless 
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defect called a bipolaron. This is of lower energy than the creation of two distinct 
polarons. At higher doping levels it becomes possible that two polarons combine to form a 
bipolaron. Thus at higher doping levels the polarons are replaced with bipolarons. The 
bipolarons are located symmetrically with a band gap of 0.75 eV for PPy. This eventually, 
with continued doping, forms into a continuous bipolaron bands [98]. Their band gap also 
increases as newly formed bipolarons are made at the expense of the band edges. For a 
very heavily dope polymer it is conceivable that the upper and the lower bipolaron bands 
will merge with the conduction and the valence bands respectively to produce partially 
filled bands and metallic like conductivity. This is shown in Figure 2.12. Conjugated 
polymers with a degenerate ground state have a slightly different mechanism. As with 
PPy, polarons and bipolarons are produced upon oxidation.  
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Figure 2.12: Formation of polaron and bipolaron in polypyrrole. 
2.6  Polypyrrole 
Polypyrrole exhibits good electrical conductivity and high air stability and is a potentially 
useful conducting polymer. PPy, one of the most studied conducting polymers and has 
been in wide range of technological applications in several areas such as secondary 
batteries [11, 106-109], electrochromic display devices [12, 110], light-emitting diodes 
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[13, 111], capacitors [112-113], sensors [114-117], membranes [118], and enzyme 
electrodes [119-121]. Electrical transport in polymeric materials [18, 122] has become an 
area of increasing research interest because these materials have great potential for solid-
state devices. PPy was first synthesized in 1916 where it prepared by the oxidation of 
pyrrole to a powder known as "pyrrole black". In 1968 it was first electrochemically 
deposited [123]. In addition, PPy has been prepared by electropolymerization of Py onto a 
variety of substrates with promising results [124-128]. PPy (structure seen in Figure 2.13) 
is an electrodeposited polymer that can be doped with various agents to alter its physical, 
chemical and electrical properties [84, 129-130]. Additionally, the properties of PPy can 
be controlled by plating under various conditions [85, 131]. 
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Figure 2.13: PPy with counter ions (A-) to balance charge [132]. 
As a result of its electroactivity, high electrical conductivity and stability it is frequently 
used in commercial applications such as sensors, batteries, molecular devices and 
membranes. One of the main advantages of PPy is its stability. Its conductivity decreases 
only 20% a year in an unprotected environment. It can also withstand temperatures of 
100-200 °C, depending on dopant, and is stable in acids [78]. The ability to control the 
surface properties of PPy, such as wettability and charge density, creates the potential for 
modifying tissue interactions with the polymer [133]. The power to alter the properties of 
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PPy through its dopants also adds versatility not seen in other conducting polymers and 
makes it appealing for biosensor applications. However, PPy itself has rather poor 
properties in terms of electrochromic behaviour [134]. It is common that further 
enhancement by doping and sensitizing with various dyes is required for good optical 
properties [135-136]. Syntheses of conducting star, graft and block copolymers are one of 
the effective ways to improve the properties of conducting polymers. In order to make 
them as processable as conventional polymers, several approaches have been developed, 
one of which is to prepare graft and block copolymers with desired end groups like 
pyrrole or thiophene [137-140]. 
2.6.1  Chemical and Electrochemical Polymerization of Pyrrole 
Polypyrrole can be obtained chemically or electrochemically. The electrochemical 
polymerization of Py has been extensively studied because it is easily obtained in the form 
of freestanding films and has good environmental stability and conductivity. 
Electrochemical polymerization is performed using a three-electrode configuration 
(working, counter, and reference electrodes) in a solution of the monomer (Py), 
appropriate solvent, and electrolyte (dopant) (Figure 2.14). Current is passed through the 
solution and electrodeposition occurs at the positively charged working electrode or 
anode. Monomers (Py) at the working electrode surface undergoes oxidation to form 
radical cations that react with other Py monomers or radical cations, forming insoluble 
polymer chains on the electrode surface (Figure 2.13). A number of important variables 
must be considered, including deposition time and temperature, solvent system (water 
content), electrolyte, electrode system, and deposition charge. Each of these has an effect 
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on film morphology (thickness and topography), mechanics, and conductivity, which are 
properties that have a direct impact on the utility of the material for any applications.  
 
Figure 2.14: Three-electrode setup for electrochemical synthesis: reference electrode, 
working electrode, and counter electrode [141].. 
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Scheme 2.1: Mechanism for polymerization heterocycles via electrochemical synthesis. 
This pathway is initiated by the oxidation of a monomer at the working electrode to give a 
cation species, which can react with a neutral monomer species or radical cation 
oligomeric species to generate the polymer. Adapted from [141]. 
2.6.2  Polypyrrole Modification 
Ease of modification through dopants has made PPy a popular material to fabricate. Apart 
from the dopants used, electrodeposition conditions and alteration of the chemical 
structure have resulted in various forms of PPy. The wide ranges of properties that can be 
controlled by altering aspects of PPy formation make the polymer an ideal material for 
many applications. Below are several fabrication factors that can affect the characteristics 
of PPy. The solvent in which the PPy is electrodeposited is important for chemical 
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properties. Conductivity and mechanical properties can be altered by using various 
solvents and altering the amount of water in the plating solution. Conductivity can also be 
changed just by modifying the percentage of water. Although the mechanism is not 
understood, since the chemical compositions are identical, it is believed to correspond 
with changes in the polymer unit chain length [142]. The presence of water vapour during 
electrodeposition decreases the conductivity of PPy by decreasing the hopping of 
electrons across the polymer [143]. Film formation is also proportional to the activity of 
hydrogen ions, anions and the monomer concentration. It has been found that agitation of 
the solution can decreases the plating rate because hydrogen ions on the surface might 
have a catalytic effect. One group suggests that the anion forms an intermediate species 
with the Py [144]. Another method for PPy modification is to functionalize the Py 
monomer by substituting a desired group in place of the hydrogen molecule. The addition 
of the new group can have a great influence on the properties of the polymer. For 
example, if the PPy is formed with N substitutions, the conductivity normally drops by 5 
to 6 orders of magnitude. This is believed to be due to the fact that the substitution blocks 
PPy rings from residing within the same plane [145]. 
2.6.3  Electrical Conductivity of Polypyrrole 
The electrical conductivity of PPy conducting polymers is one of the most important 
properties for analytical applications. PPy is a conducting polymer which has a 
nondegenerate conduction band in the ground and start the polaron and bipolarons are the 
dominant charge carriers in these polymeric conductors, the mechanism of conduction in 
PPy has not been yet conclusively established because of the persistent structural disorder 
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of the polymer [146]. The most widely accepted view of conductivity in these systems 
involves charge transport along the polymer chains, as well as hopping of carriers [147] 
(holes, bipolarons, etc.). Electrically conducting polymers are semiconductors with a filled 
valence band and an empty conduction band. These bands are separated by an energy gap. 
Doping of these polymers creates new bands in the energy gap, making it possible for the 
electrons to move to these new bands and increasing the conductivity of the materials 
[147]. The electrical conductivity of conducting polymers is achieved in the film of the 
conducting polymers by oxidation (p-doping) or reduction (n-doping), followed by the 
insertion of anionic or cationic species, respectively (see Scheme 2.1) [148].  
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Scheme 2.2: Procedure of ion-exchange behaviour of a conducting polymer. 
Due to the double bond alternation in the conjugated polymer backbone, the charged 
species formed upon doping are able to move along the carbon chain (delocalization), 
allowing electron transport and thus giving an electronically conducting material [149]. 
Thus, the hoping of electrons along and across the polymer chains with conjugating bonds 
gives PPy its electrical conductivity [150]. As a result, more positive PPy, more electron 
holes available, longer polymer chains and more coplanarity between interchains, are 
favoured for a higher conductivity performance [151]. The electrical conductivity of PPy 
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is the product of two important factors: the number of carriers (e- or holes) and charge 
carrier mobility. Higher mobilities will occur with more crystalline, better oriented, 
defect-free materials. Increasing the doping level will increase the density of charge 
carriers. The conductivity decreases with falling temperature just like that of 
semiconductors. In contrast, the conductivities of typical metals, like silver, increase with 
falling temperature. The electrical conductivity of the PPy films are strongly influenced by 
the preparation conditions, such as the nature/concentration of electrolyte or counterion 
[152], doping level [153], current density [147], synthesis temperature [154], and solvent 
[155]. 
The number of electrons involved in the PPypolymerization process for each monomer is 
approximately 2.25, one for each of the two α positions to form the polymer and another 
one for every four monomer units to form the doped polymer. Similarly; one anion per 
four monomer units is incorporated during doping to maintain charge neutrality [156]. In 
the undoped state (pristine), neutral PPy is generally non-conducting, having the aromatic 
and quinoid structures of which the latter posses a higher energy configuration. Generally, 
the redox mechanism of PPy is described by a one-electron transfer step: [157]. 
PPy ⇋ PPy+ + e-                                                                                                           
where PPy is the neutral species and PPy+ is the radical cationic species or polaron (one 
positive charge localized over three to four monomer units). The polaron can further be 
oxidized: 
PPy+ ⇋ PPy++ + e-                                                                                                        
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PPy++ is the dicationic species or bipolaron (two positive charges localized over three to 
four monomer units). In the presence of dopant, where the dopant maintains electrical 
neutrality of the polymer during polymerization, the doped form (oxidized) is formed, 
which manifests as either a polaron and/or bipolaron depending on the doping level, as 
follows:             
PPy + X- (s) → PPy+X- + e-                                                                 polaron 
PPy ++ 2X-(s) → PPy2+(X-)2 + e-                                                        bipolaron 
where X- are anions, (the subscript (s) indicates that they are in solution phase) and PPy 
represents a segment of the polypyrrole chain.  
2.7  Conducting Star Copolymers 
Star copolymers are a class of branched macromolecules that have a central core to which 
multiple linear polymer chains are attached. The 3D structure with extended conjugated 
linear polymer chains give star copolymers properties that are different from the typical 
2D, linear polymers. Conducting star copolymer materials are particularly useful as 
coatings because of their spheroidal structure and their ability to pack in three dimensions 
[23]. The conducting star copolymers are used in their undoped state for applications in 
which the conductivity requirements are not too high, for example static dissipation, or 
where the optical property of the polymer coating is of chief importance, for example as a 
pigment or reflective layer. Materials with conductivities in the range 10-6 to 1 S cm-1 may 
be suitable for these purposes. Furthermore, the conducting chains, surprisingly, can 
provide sufficient intermolecular overlap to give solid materials with electrical 
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conductivities higher than the corresponding linear, non-star conducting polymers [23-26]. 
For example, nylon-6 with a star structure has a melt viscosity and crystallization half-
times that are substantially reduced by the branching [27]. The regular 3D structure of star 
copolymer gels combines the properties of hardness and flexibility and is being 
investigated to make materials that are hard without being brittle [23]. The combination of 
star copolymer and conducting polymer structures open up an approach to making 
materials that have the favourable properties of both, i.e., improved processability and 
electrical conductivity. Improved processability results from the spheroidal structure of 
hyperbranched, dendrimeric and starburst polymers. A conducting star copolymer may be 
constructed in which two or more different conjugated arms radiate from the central core 
[28].  
Doping of the conducting star copolymers to increase the electrical conductivity may be 
achieved using methods of prior art applicable to the conjugated radiating chain moieties. 
For conjugated chains based on Py or thiophene units or derivatives there of doping may 
be achieved by treatment with oxidizing agents such as iodine, ferric chloride, ferric 
tosylate, gold trichloride, antimony chloride reference. If the polymer side chains are 
composed of PANI, doping can be achieved by treatment with acid [29]. Doping can also 
be achieved electrochemically by confining the polymer to an electrode surface and 
subjecting it to an oxidizing or reducing potential in an electrochemical cell. In this way, 
doped thin films on conducting substrates are obtained. The electrolyte provides a source 
of charge compensating ions flowing in and out of the film accompanying the oxidation or 
reduction reaction. Applications of conducting polymers in batteries, supercapacitors and 
electrochromic displays frequently entail doping of the polymer by such an 
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electrochemical process [23]. 
2.8  Importance of Conducting Polymers to Biosensors  
Polypyrrole has been used for sensor and biosensor applications; several types of 
biosensors have been developed over the past decades since conducting polymers act as a 
3D matrix for the immobilization of enzymes, where reactants can be converted to 
products. When conducting polymers are immobilized on metal substrates they have an 
organised molecular structure that permits the 3D structure for the immobilisation of the 
active catalysts and preserve their activity for long duration. This property of conducting 
polymers together with its functionality as a membrane has provided several opportunities 
for the development of sensors [158-160]. 
The electronic conducting properties and unique chemical and biochemical properties of 
conducting polymers have ensured that they have numerous (bio) analytical and 
technological applications. This further allows ease of synthesis and deposition onto a 
conducting surface of a given substrate from monomer solutions by electrochemical 
polymerization, with precise electrochemical control of their formation rate and thickness. 
Once electrodes are coated with conducting polymers under mild conditions, it opens up 
enormous possibilities for the immobilization of biomolecules and bi-affinity or 
biorecognizing reagents. The co-immobilization of other molecules such as enzymatic 
cofactors or charge-transfer mediators through entrapment within the electropolymerized 
films or by covalent binding on these films permits the fabrication of reagentless 
biosensors [161-163]. 
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The mode of operation of a chemically modified sensor under amperometric conditions is 
simple in concept. The redox-active substrate of interest reacts with the catalytically active 
sites immobilized in the polymer matrix rather than at the underlying support electrode. 
The electrocatalysis follows a 3D process that is fairly effective. This enables electron 
transfer between the substrate and the catalytic site, and the kinetics of the 
substrate/product transformation is normally governed by the properties of the mediating 
electroactive polymer film. Important factors that may influence reactivity include the 
degree of conductivity of the polymer film, the catalytic properties of the mediating sites, 
the nature of the interaction between the active site and substrate, and the morphology of 
the polymer film [164]. 
2.8.1  Immobilization of Enzymes on Conducting Polymers  
The most commonly reported enzyme immobilization techniques used for designing and 
development of specific sensors and biosensor include physical adsorption, entrapment, 
intermolecular cross-linking and covalent binding of the biomaterial.The simplest 
methods of immobilizing biomolecules on polymer surfaces is adsorption [165]. This 
includes both physical adsorption and electrochemical adsorption techniques. The latter is 
achieved by applying a potential to the polymer electrode surface, which enhances 
electrostatic interactions and hence immobilization [166].  
Covalent attachment of biomolecules to the surface of polymers ensures immobilization 
without leaching of the biomolecules from the substrate surface [167]. Covalent 
attachment of biomolecules to the monomer prior to polymerization has also been 
reported [168-169]. This strategy, however, requires lengthy syntheses to produce the 
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monomer or to modify a preformed surface. Because covalent attachment is usually 
achieved using a linker, the separation of the biomolecule from the polymer backbone can 
also have disadvantages in terms of signal transduction and reduced activity of the 
biomaterial [170]. Self-assembly techniques have been investigated for biomolecule 
immobilization onto various support materials. Layers formed by self-assembly require a 
poly-ion to effect biomolecule attachment through strong electrostatic interaction [171-
173] and can result in tightly packed structures that limit diffusion [174]. Furthermore, 
careful control of pH is required to achieve these assemblies and for them to retain 
stability. Another technique that has been used for the immobilization of biomolecules is 
the entrapment of the enzyme in the backbone of the conducting polymer in order to have 
the transfer of electrons between the redox centre and the polymer chain [175-176]. 
A range of conducting polymers has been employed in the construction of enzyme 
sensors. These include PPy, PANI, poly(indole) and polyphenol [177-180]. However, of 
these materials, the most widely used have been films of PPy and its derivatives [181-
183]. This may be attributed to the ease with which these films can be grown from 
aqueous solutions and the high degree of selectivity due to the inherent size exclusion 
property of PPy films [184-185]. 
2.9  Dendrimers  
Dendrimers are a unique class of macromolecules having highly branched, three-
dimensional architectures [186]. The term dendrimer refers to its characteristic 
appearance. It is derived from two Greek words: ‘dendron’, which means a tree, and 
‘meros’, which means a part [187-188]. The synthesis of the branched molecular structure 
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of dendrimers, that resemble ice crystals, Christmas stars or treetops, is reported by 
Newkome’s group [189]. They called them arborols, from the Latin word ‘arbor’, also 
meaning a tree. The term cascade molecule is also used, but dendrimer is the best 
established one, due to their multivalent and monodisperse character [189], the 3D 
architectures with low polydispersity and high functionality (Figure 2.15) [190-191].  
  
 
Figure 2.15: Three-dimensional architectures of dendrimers  [190-191]. 
The extremely regular structure of a dendrimer contributes to its nearly perfect spherical 
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shape; nanostructure ranging from 10 to 200 Angstroms in diameter. A typical dendrimer 
is built upon an initiator core, with several branching interior layers composed of 
repeating units and multiple active primary amine groups at its surface (Figure 2.16). The 
surface of a dendrimer is characterized by the presence of functional groups that together 
can be utilized as a backbone for the attachment of several types of biological materials 
[192]. Dendrimers are produced in an iterative sequence of reaction steps, in which 
additional iteration leads to a higher generation material. The principal difference between 
a dendrimer and other hyperbranched polymers is that each of the monomer units in the 
dendrimer has at least one functional unit that allows further branching [193].  
 
Figure 2.16: Third-generation (G3) PPI dendrimer. 
Dendrimers have often been referred to as the “polymers of the 21st century”. They were 
first introduced in 1978 by Vögtle [194] and are globular macromolecules composed of 
branches emanating from a central core. In 1982, theoretical studies on dendrimer 
interactions with guest molecules were reported by Maciejewski [195]. He envisioned the 
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core of the dendrimer as a potential host for guest molecules. But it was not until a few 
years later, in 1985, that dendrimers were at the forefront of chemistry and were 
showcased as possible incarceration devices for molecules. Most notably, during this time 
period, simultaneous work by Newkome [189] and Tomalia [196] demonstrating the 
synthesis of dendrimer molecules was reported. Since that time, a variety of dendrimers 
have been developed, different molecules have been attached to the periphery of the 
dendrimer. The unique architecture and the functionality of dendrimers makes them 
excellent carrier molecules for use in nanoscale medical applications [197]. They have 
been explored as light-harvesting agents [198], chemical sensors [199], catalysts [200] and 
cross-linking agents [201]. They also have been investigated in the biomedical field for 
drug delivery [202-204], gene therapy [205-206] and as imaging contrast agents [207]. 
Several dendrimer-based products are under development for the treatment and diagnosis 
of a variety of diseases. Many of the intriguing properties of dendrimers as well as their 
syntheses and possible applications are discussed [208-212]. There are many types of 
dendrimers; the first dendritic structures that were thoroughly investigated and have 
received widespread attention are Tomalia’s PAMAM dendrimers [213].  
In this study, PPI dendrimers having a diaminobutane (DAB) core, also denoted as DAB-
Amx or PPIx, where x refers to the number of terminal (peripheral) amine groups (see 
Figure 2.16), were used. The PPIx dendrimers were chosen for many reasons, including 
their commercial availability, their defined internal hosting locations (cavities), and their 
very reactive (functionalizable) amine end-groups. There are more than 10,000 published 
patents relating to dendrimers since the first dendrimer patent was issued to Tomalia 
[214].  
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2.9.1  Dendrimers as Unique Macromolecules 
Dendrimers have attracted much attention recently owing to their unique molecular 
architectures. In the last 30 years, dendrimers have exploded onto the scientific scene. The 
increase in the knowledge about and understanding of dendrimers is evidenced in the 
dramatic increase in patent literature regarding dendrimers since 1981. From 1981 to 
1985, two patents were granted, 51 were granted from 1991 to 1995, and over 1000 were 
granted from 2001 to 2005 [215]. With increasing publicity about them, dendrimers are 
now also becoming more widely known outside the scientific community. The synthesis 
of a dendritic polymer is growing interests for this new family of polymers due to their 
unique and specific properties. In contrast to linear organic polymers, dendrimers are a 
novel class of macromolecules possessing a highly branched 3D architecture, and well-
controlled size and shape. The large number of end groups of a dendrimer can be 
chemically modified to associate different functionalities with them. In addition, 
dendrimers generally have a size in the order of a few nanometres, allowing some critical 
applications that require a compact multifunctional device on the nanometre scale [216-
217]. One remarkable advantage is that the chemical structure of dendrimers is almost 
limitless. Also, dendrimers have been synthesized with incredible uniformity, which is 
quite unique in the production of nanoparticles. The true nano-scale size of these 
molecules lends itself to great precision among their many uses; they have unique linear 
and nonlinear optical properties depending on their molecular architectures. Applications 
based on dendrimer’s linear optical response have been reported for light-emitting diodes, 
light harvesters, and fluorescent biomarkers, etc. Nonlinear optical properties of 
dendrimers have also been investigated recently by several research groups. It was found 
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that dendrimers containing multi-chromophores can be used to enhance nonlinear optical 
effects. Nonlinear optical chromophores having large quadratic hyperpolarizability and 
are commonly incorporated into optically transparent polymers in order to develop 
organic electro-optical (E-O) devices with large high order E-O response. In contrast to 
linear-chain polymers, dendrimers having 3D architecture can effectively reduce the 
intermolecular interactions and prevent the aggregation formation, thus enhancing the 
nonlinear E-O response [218]. 
Another use can be found in the therapeutic application of dendrimers [219], such as the 
anionic poly(amidoamine) conjugates of d(+)-glucosamine and (d)(+)-glucosamine-6-
sulfate with immunomodulatory and antiangiogenic properties [220]. Part of the bright 
future foreseen for dendrimers rises from the incredible systematic control of many of 
their properties. The control over certain dendrimer characteristics such as size, shape, 
branch length/density, and surface functionality allows for their customization for use in 
many fields [221]. Some basic knowledge concerning these topics may be ascertained 
from other areas. Dendrimers, of course, may be studied using molecular chemistry 
analytical techniques. However, because of their intrinsic polymeric nature, analytical 
techniques already in use in the field of polymers may give further insight into the 
biological activity and toxicity of dendrimers [222]. 
2.9.2  Synthesis of Dendrimers  
Dendrimers are generally prepared using either a divergent method or a convergent one 
[223]. The poly(propylene imine) PPIx dendrimers are synthesized by the divergent 
method, which was the first method to be utilized in the formation of dendrimer 
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macromolecules. In the divergent approach, individual branches are attached to a core or 
initiator until the number of branches desired is obtained. Each time branches are added, 
the number of end groups doubles, leading to the use of the term dendrimer generation 
[224]. The sensitivity of this technique gives a more realistic picture of the purity of a 
given dendrimer than possible with any other technique. In case of the poly(propylene 
imine) dendrimers, all generations with amineor nitrile end groups have been fully 
analyzed with electrospray ionisation-mass spectrometric (ESI-MS) to determine the 
amount of various side reactions [225]. 
The PPIx dendrimers are commercially available in five generations. These generations 
are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, corresponding to PPIx, where x = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 terminal groups, 
respectively. In addition to the divergent approach, dendrimers may be synthesized by 
addition of functionalized branches to a focal point; Frechét  [226]. Introduced this 
convergent approach to dendrimer synthesis. The convergent synthesis route formed more 
monodispersed dendrimers than the divergent approach due to fewer side reactions and 
more control over their end-reactive groups [226]. Each of the two methods for 
synthesizing dendrimers has its own disadvantage: the divergent approach leads to 
dendrimers with more defects and the convergent approach can only be used to make 
dendrimers of a limited generation size [224]. 
Dendrimers made using the divergent approach have more defects in their structure than 
those made by the convergent method. Those made divergently with defects have similar 
structures to those containing no defects making separation of these by-products difficult, 
but a method has been developed for PPI dendrimers [227-228]. The dendrimers made 
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convergently with defects can be separated from the defect-free dendrimer without 
difficulty by using gel permeation chromatography (GPC) because the defects are merely 
small branch molecules. The only drawback of using the convergent method is the 
limitation of forming higher generation dendrimers. When trying to attach the 
functionalized branches to the core, steric crowding becomes a problem, which limits the 
number of end groups [224].  
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Scheme 2.3: Synthesis and structure of PPI.  
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The core of dendrimers prepared by either route can host guests by two trapping 
mechanisms, namely, static and dynamic trapping. Dynamic trapping is the ability of the 
guest to partition into or out of the dendrimer relatively unhindered [229-230].This 
trapping technique relies on an equilibrium mechanism, so it is required that an outside 
source of guests be available to aid in the retention of guest molecules inside the 
dendrimer core (Scheme 2.3). 
2.9.3  Poly(propylene imine) Dendrimers  
Poly(propylene imine) dendrimers stand for “poly(propylene imine)” describing the 
propylamine spacer moieties which is the oldest known dendrimer type developed initially 
by Vögtle [231]. These dendrimers are generally poly-alkyl amines having primary 
amines as end groups, the dendrimer interior consists of numerous tertiary tris-propylene 
amines. PPI dendrimers are commercially available up to G5. In addition, these 
dendrimers are also sometimes denoted “DAB-dendrimers” where DAB refers to the core 
structure, which is usually based on Diamino butane [232]. As an alternative name to PPI, 
POPAM is sometimes used to describe this class of dendrimers. POPAM stands for 
poly(propylene amine), which closely resembles the PPI abbreviation. The combination of 
hydrophilicity, highly branched structure and chemical functionality makes 
poly(propylene imine) dendrimers very interesting building blocks to obtain well-defined 
amphiphilic superstructures. Dendrimers have gained a growing scientific interest as 
building blocks in new molecular architectures [233-234].  
The physical and chemical properties of dendrimers are determined by the shape and 
multiplicity of the core and building blocks and by the size and shape of the end groups, in 
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addition to their chemical [235], it offer us not only the possibility to change the size and 
molecular weight of the molecule by choosing different generations, but they also allow 
us to access new molecular structures and self-assembling systems that can be designed to 
perform one specific function, however the organized structure of dendrimer, ease of 
modification, and strong adsorption behaviour to a variety of substrates, PPI dendrimers 
can be used to produce monolayers or stacked film layers, which can be used as sensors to 
detect hazardous chemical materials [236-237].  
Dendrimers are of interest for their unusual physical properties. An important feature of 
dendrimers is that their viscosity in solution and in melt is lower than that of the linear 
polymers. Surprisingly, the viscosity decreases with increase in molecular weight, i.e. 
higher dendrimers are less viscous [195, 238-239]. The glass transition temperature (Tg) 
depends on the number of end groups and number of branch points [240]. An increase in 
the number of end groups lowers the Tg, while Tg is increased with an increasing number 
of branch points and the polarity of the end groups [241], rheological properties [208, 
242], an electrically conducting dendrimer has been reported by Duan et al. [243]. The 
solubility of dendrimers in common solvents, compared to their analogous linear 
polymers, depends predominantly on the properties of their surface groups [244]. 
Theoretical studies [245] of the PPI dendrimers have led to predictions of interesting 
characteristics for the molecule depending on the pH and salt concentrations of the 
aqueous environment. At low pH and low salt concentration, the interior tertiary amine 
groups are protonated leading to a repulsion of charges. This charge repulsion results in 
what is considered an “extended conformation” of the PPI dendrimer. At high pH and 
high salt concentration, the tertiary amines are no longer protonated, causing a collapse of 
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the dendrimer onto itself (see Figure 2.17) [245]. An important property of dendrimers is 
their tendency to form cationic structures under physiological conditions (pH 7.4). Under 
these conditions, the primary amines on the surface of the dendrimer readily protonate. 
This creates a polycationic dendrimer with ammonium terminal groups, which leads to a 
more basic solution [246]. The work described in this dissertation will show, for the first 
time, that conducting star copolymer can be observed with a modified PPI dendrimer. 
Table 2.2 shows Increase in PPI parameters with the number of generations and the 
calculated properties of amine surface functional PPI dendrimers by generation. 
Table 2.2: Increase in PPI parameters with the number of generations [247] 
Generation End groups [number] Diameter [Å] Molar mass [g] 
1 4 4.4 317 
2 8 6.9 773 
3 16 9.3 1687 
4 32 11.6 3514 
5 64 13.9 7168 
 
Figure 2.18 shows a G3 (PPI dendrimer. T there are three generations of branches, and the 
outermost shell is composed of 16 -NH2 groups.  
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Figure 2.17: The occurrence of a dense shell (left) or a dense core conformation (right) of 
poly(propylene imine) dendrimers is dependent on ionic strength of the solution [245]. 
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Figure 2.18: Generation 3 poly(propylene imine) dendrimer. 
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2.9.4  Applications of Poly(propylene imine) Dendrimers 
The surface functionalities, interior and core of the dendrimers can be tailored for a 
variety of applications, including molecular electronics, molecular recognition, catalysis, 
sensors and electroluminescent devices [70-74, 248]. Dendrimers containing photoactive 
or redox active components can serve as molecular antennae for light harvesting and can 
be exploited in electrochemical sensors. Research is also active in applications as diverse 
as polymer additives [248]. The behaviour of dendrimers as hosts is essential if they are to 
find success as solubilising agents [249-250]. Dendrimer catalysts are already 
commercially utilized in the production of pesticides [251]. The dendritic boxes with 
encapsulated guest molecules can be opened and closed reversibly by means of an 
external stimulus and can be useful in controlled drug-delivery applications [252]. The 
structural precision with high specificity along with the nanodimensions of the dendrimers 
has led to a variety of biomedical applications. Extensive interest in their use as protein 
mimics, genetic material transfer agents, targeted drug-delivery agents, magnetic 
resonance imaging contrast agents, antiviral and antitoxin agents, angiogenesis inhibitors 
and artificial enzymes can be found in literature [253-255]. Novel applications of 
terminated PPI dendrimers in the nanotechnological by generating the molecular print 
boards for structured surfaces [256-257]. Hybrid polymers were prepared by grafting 
living cationic poly(THF) onto the surface of the PPI dendrimers [258].  
2.9.5  Poly(propylene imine) Dendrimers Star Copolymers 
Poly(propylene imine) dendrimers are highly branched macromolecules terminating with 
amino groups. They have a number of interesting characteristics. They can be used as 
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hydrogen donors because of their high density of amino groups. Many of the properties of 
dendrimers are strongly influenced by these terminal groups [33-35]. Dendrimer-star 
copolymers [38], a novel type of molecular architecture, in which many linear homo- or 
block copolymer chains are attached to the dendrimers, have been developed because they 
combine the properties of star copolymers with those of dendrimers [39-44]. Two general 
methods have been used to prepare the dendrimer-star copolymers. One is to link 
monofunctional linear polymers onto the dendrimer surface [39, 43-45]. The other is to 
grow armed polymer chains from the surface of the dendrimer by “contolled/living” 
polymerizations, such as anionic polymerization [46], ring-opening polymerization (ROP) 
[47], and atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [48]. A series of star-shaped 
copolymers, using the G1 to G5 PPIs as the core, were prepared [49-50] in order to 
investigate their miscibility properties with linear polystyrene. The unsaturated end groups 
of polyisobutylene were converted into anhydride termini by an ene reaction with maleic 
anhydride, and the product was reacted with the PPI dendrimers to generate PPI-
polyisobutylene star copolymers [51]. Dendrimer-like star-branched polymers have 
recently appeared as a new class of hyperbranched polymers. They are recognized as 
nano-ordered globular macromolecules from their architectures and have many 
characteristic structural features, such as hierarchic hyperbranched structures, generation-
based radial architectures, different branch densities between core (inside) and shell 
(outside), and many junction points and end-groups [36-37]. 
It is also possible to synthesize a variety of block copolymers with the equal branched 
architectures by introducing different polymer segments at each generation. Interesting 
morphologies and nanostructured materials have been reported by several research groups 
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[52-58]. Thus, dendrimer-like star-branched polymers and block copolymers are 
promising specialty functional materials with many possible applications to drug, vaccine, 
and gene encapsulated delivery devices, surface modifiers, functional nanosize spheres 
and micelles, surfactant, molecular recognition systems, microelectronic materials, etc. 
Hee-Soo Yoo et al. [59] synthesized a series of dendrimer-like star-branched polystyrenes 
by developing an iterative methodology based on the “arm-first” divergent approach. The 
resulting are controlled molecular weights and compositions and narrow molecular weight 
distributions [59]. Dendritic copolymers are a specific group of dendrimers.  
There are two different types of copolymers (Figure 2.19). Segment-block dendrimers are 
built with dendritic segments of different constitution. They are obtained by attaching 
different wedges to one polyfunctional core molecule. Layer-block dendrimers consist of 
concentric spheres of differing chemistry. They are the result of placing concentric layers 
around the central core. Hawker and Fréchet [60] synthesized a segment-block dendrimer 
which had one ether-linked segment and two ester-linked segments. They also synthesised 
a layer-block dendrimer.  
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Figure 2.19: Copolymers: (A) segment-block dendrimer, and (B) layer-block dendrimer.  
2.9.6  Dendrimers in Electrochemical Biosensors 
Dendrimers are a new class of highly branched globular polymers [259] with 
biocompatible properties. Thir physicochemical and biological properties make them 
suitable for a variety of applications including catalysis, photochemical molecular devices, 
electroluminescent devices, sensors and biomedical devices. The application of 
dendrimers in electrochemical biosensors is an emerging area of research. The structural 
homogeneity, biocompatibility, internal porosity, high surface area and ease of 
functionalization of dendrimers make them very desirable for biosensor applications. The 
potential applications of dendrimers in electrochemistry are imminent. Especially, the 
rapid advancements in the synthesis of redoxactive dendrimers along with their ability to 
provide a suitable microenvironment for the immobilization of biomolecules while 
retaining their biological activity have given great scope for their exploitation in 
electrochemical biosensors [260]. Over the past decade, there has been a steady and 
gradual development in the evaluation of the bionanocomposites of dendrimers for 
electrochemical sensors. PPI, typical of dendrimers, is nanoscopic in size, has highly 
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controllable molecular weight with large number of readily accessible terminal primary 
amine functional groups. It is cationic in nature and, through its nanocavities, has the 
ability to host anionic molecules like DNA. The use of dendrimers, dendrimer composites 
and metallodendrimers in biosensor and DNA microarrays is successfully emerging [261-
266]. The earlier work in our research group, on dendrimer biosensors on the 
electrodeposition of PPI on glassy carbon electrode, resulting a stable biosensor with a 
good detection limit and selectivity. Cyclic voltammetry and EIS were used as the electro-
analytical tools in this work [267]. 
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CHAPTER 3  
Experimental  
3.1  Introduction 
This chapter comprises a description of all the materials, instrumentation and 
experimental protocols used in this study. 
3.2  Reagents  
Poly(propylene imine) dendrimer from SyMO-Chem, Eindhoven, Netherlands was used 
as received. 2-Pyrrole carboxaldehyde (2-Py), lithium perchlorate, ammonium persulfate, 
dichloromethane (DCM), methanol, chloroform, hydrochloric acid (≥ 32%) and sulfuric 
acid were all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, South Africa. All chemicals were of analytical 
reagent grade and were used without further purification. The Py monomer (Aldrich) was 
distilled prior to use. The Buffer components disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4) 
and potassium dihydrogen phosphate, potassium chloride, Sigma Aldrich. Ultrapure water 
(resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm), used as reagent water for aqueous solution preparation, was 
purified by a Milli-QTM system (Millipore). Analytical grade argon and nitrogen gases 
were purchased from Afrox, South Africa. Alumina polishing pads and powder (0.05, 0.3 
and 1.0 μm) were obtained from Buehler, Illinois, USA. Platinum (Pt) wires as counter 
electrodes were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 
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3.3  Analytical Techniques 
The following analytical techniques were employed in this study: 1H NMR and FTIR, for 
structural analysis of the star copolymers; SEM, for morphological characterization of the 
star copolymers; TGA, to study the thermal stability of the prepared material; XRD 
analysis, to study the structural make-up of phases, crystallinity and amorphous content. 
Hall effect measurements were also used, to determine the electrical conductivity 
properties of the prepared star copolymers. 
3.3.1.  Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
1H NMR spectra were recorded on a 200 MHz, Varian Gemini XR200 spectrometer, using 
CDCl3 as the solvent, and tetramethylsilane as internal standard.  
3.3.2  Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy  
FTIR spectra were recorded on a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 FTIR spectrometer. The 
chemically prepared star copolymer material was analyzed in powder form. The 
electrochemically prepared star copolymer material was prepared by electrodeposition on 
the surface of a coated Pt electrode and then gently scraping from the electrode surface. 
The spectra were directly recorded in the region 400 to 4000 cm-1, without mixing with 
KBr. The spectra obtained were used to identify the various functional groups in the star 
copolymer as well as those in the backbone chain of the dendrimers. 
3.3.3  Thermogravimetric Analysis  
Thermogravimetric analysis is a thermal analysis technique which measures the weight 
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change in a material, under nitrogen atmosphere, as a function of temperature and time, in 
a controlled environment. This can be very useful to investigate the thermal stability of a 
material. TGA was carried out using a PerkinElmer, Model TGA-7 instrument. The 
weight of each sample was less than 10 mg (usually around 7-8 mg). The most common 
method used in TGA is to continuously weigh a sample on a sensitive balance while 
heating the sample in the presence of air or an inert gas. As the temperature increases, 
mass loss occurs due to evaporation of water or solvent, decomposition, or reaction of the 
material. The mass measurements are collected over a range of temperatures and 
processed by a computer. A thermogram is produced, which is a plot of mass loss versus 
temperature. Mass loss can occur in steps, based on the temperature at which the material 
leaves the sample pan.  
3.3.4  Hall Effect Measurement  
The Hall effect measurement is a technique widely used to determine electrical properties 
of semiconductor materials, like conductivity, majority carrier type, resistivity and 
mobility. The Hall effect is based on the deflection by a magnetic field of moving charged 
particles. The samples were prepared by pressing a pellet (13 mm diameter) with < 6 tons 
pressure for 30 min at room temperature, as shown in Figure 3.3. The electronic 
conductivity of PPy and PPI-co-PPy chemically prepared was measured using the 
economical HMS-3000 Hall Measurement System.  
3.3.4.1 Theory 
The Hall effect's measurable phenomena have been helpful in successfully describing the 
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properties of electrically conducting materials. The Hall effect was discovered by Edwin 
Hall in 1978 [268]. When a current is travelling through a conducting material (in the 
absence of a magnetic field), the charge-carrying particles, which are usually electrons, 
travel in what is known as a "line-of-sight" path, meaning that the electrons travel in a 
way that takes the shortest amount of time possible.  
When an electrical conductor’s material is placed within a magnetic field for a constant 
current I flows through the conductor (x-direction) and a magnetic field B is applied 
perpendicularly to the current plane, a Hall voltage VH is generated across the conductor 
(y-direction), which is directly proportional to the magnitude of the applied field (Figure 
3.1). This effect arises due to the Lorentz force FB and no longer travel in this straight-line 
path, FB acting upon the current carriers (electrons) such that they are diverted from their 
original flow direction. This causes a charge build-up along the sides of the conductor, 
generating an electric force qEH (where q is the electron -e or hole +e charge, and EH is the 
electric field) that is opposite to the Lorentz force. Equilibrium state is reached when qEH 
becomes equal to FH such that the net effect becomes zero due to cancellation. At this 
state, the voltage potential across the conductor, due to the charge build-up, yields the Hall 
voltage [269].  
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Figure 3.1: Principle of the Hall effect.  
The Lorentz force (F) is described by the following equation: 
)( BvqF ×=            (3.1) 
where q is the electric charge [for a single charge quantum: q = 1.602x10-19 C], v is the 
velocity of the moving charge, and B is the applied magnetic field [270]. The now uneven 
distribution of electrons creates an electric field within the sample. The force acting on the 
electrons due to this electric field (E) is given as [270]: 
qEF =            (3.2) 
The electrons’ velocity due to the current flow (I ) is given by: 
nAq
v 1=            (3.3) 
where n is the charge density of electrons and A is the surface area of the sample [269]. If 
current is still able to pass through the sample, then the Lorentz force and the force caused 
by the electric field have reached an equilibrium, leading to a solution for the electric field 
[270]: 
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nA
IBBqvqE == zyx  
qnA
IBE =∴           (3.4) 
where the induced electric field only acts in the x direction, the magnetic field acts in the z 
direction, and the velocity of the charge-carrying particles acts in the y direction, as shown 
in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2: A visual description of the magnetic field, electric field, and electron velocity 
given in component form. 
In order to measure the Hall effect, electrical contacts are arranged on a sample in a 
manner so as to conform to the Van der Pauw contact arrangement. The Van der Pauw 
technique is a method used to find the charge-carrier density, among other characteristics, 
using the Hall effect by measuring the Hall voltage and resistivity [271].  
A thin pellet sample is prepared on a pressing pellet (13 mm diameter) with less than 6 
tons of pressure for 30 min at room temperature, shown in Figure 3.3. Current is passed 
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between the two contacts and the potential difference is measured across the remaining 
two.  
 
Figure 3.3: A sample with contacts attached in a Van der Pauw arrangement.  
To obtain information regarding many of the more interesting properties of thin film 
materials, the sheet resistance (Rs) must first be determined. In order to obtain Rs, current 
is passed through adjacent contacts, while the potential difference is measured across the 
free contacts. For example, current is driven through contact A to contact B while the 
potential difference from contact C to contact D is measured. The Rs is given by: 
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where RV is the resistivity measured across the vertical length of the sample, and RH is the 
resistivity measured across the horizontal length of the sample. Both resistivities are 
averaged over the four possible combinations of current flow: 
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where Vxy is the potential difference measured from contact x to contact y, and, Ixy is the 
current measured by injection into contact x and out of contact y. The resistance equation 
given above must be solved for Rs using a numerical iterative method [272]. The Hall 
voltage is defined as the potential difference measured across the sample perpendicular to 
the direction of the current under the influence of a constant magnetic field [272]. The 
Hall voltage is given as follows: 
( ) ( )[ ]−−−−++++ +++−+++= DBBDCAACDBBDCAACH 8
1 VVVVVVVVV    (3.7) 
where VAC+ represents the voltage measured across probes A and C with a positive 
magnetic field incident perpendicular to the sample. If the resulting Hall voltage is 
positive, the charge-carriers are holes; likewise, if the Hall voltage is negative, the charge-
carriers must be electrons. The Hall voltage may be calculated using the following 
expression: 
qnt
IB
qnA
wIBwEV ===H          (3.8) 
where w is the width of the sample, I is the amplitude of the current, and t is the sample 
thickness. The sheet carrier concentration (ns), or sheet density, represents the number of 
charge-carrying particles in a given area. It is calculated by multiplying the sample 
thickness (t) by the charge density (n): 
H
s Vq
IBn =           (3.9) 
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The charge-carrier density (ρ), the number of charge-carrying particles within the sample 
volume, is found by relating the Hall voltage (VH) and the sheet resistance (Rs) by the 
following expression: 
S
H
IBR
tV=ρ           (3.10) 
The average drift velocity of electrons (or holes) in the presence of an electric field is 
known as its mobility; the mobility of a sample reveals information about the orbits of 
electrons within each atomic state, as well as ionization states of the compound, and may 
be represented by [273-274]: 
ss
m
1
Rqn
=μ           (3.11) 
For a semiconductor, the sign of the mobility indicates whether the charge-carrying 
particles are holes (p-type) or electrons (n-type). The conductivity of a sample is given by: 
ss μσ qn=           (3.12) 
and may be inverted to find the resistivity [272]. In order to properly describe the 
electrical properties of the materials used, an understanding of the atomic structure and 
behaviour of electrons in these samples is necessary. The band theory of solids provides a 
suitable picture to conceptualize the electrical processes at this scale [275]. 
The electrons contained within an atom reside in defined energy states, which could be 
described mathematically as a combination of wave functions used to predict the location 
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of an electron orbiting the atom. As many of these atoms come in close contact, the 
electrical energy states are split. Electrons are fermions and therefore must obey Pauli's 
exclusion principle, which states that no two fermions with the same set of quantum 
numbers may occupy the same energy state. The individual electronic energy states are 
separated by approximately 10-7 eV, allowing them to appear as though existing in a 
continuous energy band. There are still, however, forbidden energy levels, which appear 
as energy gaps between the available bands. Only valence electrons are considered when 
describing the conductivity of a material because the inner electrons are assumed to be 
tightly bound to their parent atoms. These valence electrons contribute to the valence 
energy band, and dictate how the material will behave. The next available energy band is 
known as the conduction band, which requires the presence of electrons in order to 
mobilize charge [11]. 
The degree of separation between the valence band and conduction band in a material 
defines how it will transport charge, if at all. In conducting materials, the valence and 
conduction bands overlap, allowing for a high conductivity. In insulators, there is a large 
energy gap separating the valence and conduction bands, typically > 3 eV. In 
semiconductors, the energy gap is small, and electrons are usually promoted to the 
conduction band due to thermal excitations at room temperature. The Fermi energy is the 
energy referring to the electron sitting in the highest occupied quantum in the sea of 
fermions. The Fermi function, eq 3.13, which is dependent on the Fermi energy, is used to 
determine the relative amount of electrons that inhabit the conduction band: 
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          (3.13) 
where E is the given electron energy state, EF is the Fermi level, k is the Boltzmann 
constant [K = 8.617x10-5eV.K-1], and T is the temperature given in Kelvin.  
3.3.5  X-ray Diffraction  
X-ray diffraction is one of the most widely used material characterisation methods [276]. 
It is a non-destructive technique that can reveal the composition and crystallographic 
structure of natural and manufactured materials. In XRD analysis, X-rays of known 
wavelength are passed through a sample to be identified in order to identify the crystal 
structure. The wave nature of the X-rays means that they are diffracted by the lattice of the 
crystal to give a unique pattern of peaks, or ‘reflections’, at differing angles and of 
different intensity (just as light can be diffracted by a grating of suitably spaced lines). 
3.3.6  Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
Fluorescence spectroscopy is an important investigational tool in many areas of analytical 
science, due to its extremely high sensitivity and selectivity [277]. A fluorescence 
spectrometer from Horiba NanoLog™ 3-22-TRIAX, with double grating excitation, and 
emission monochromators with a slit width of 3.2 nm was used. Aqueous samples of PPI 
were prepared for fluorescence spectroscopy experiments by dissolving it in water. Solid 
samples of PPy and the star copolymer that was chemically prepared were pressed (see 
3.3.4). 
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Fluorescence is the emission of visible light by a substance that has absorbed light of a 
different wavelength while spectroscopy is the study of any measurement of a quantity as 
a function of either wavelength or frequency. Thus, fluorescence spectroscopy can be 
defined as a type of electromagnetic spectroscopy which analyzes fluorescence from a 
sample. It involves using a beam of light, usually ultraviolet light that excites the electrons 
in molecules of certain compounds and causes them to emit light of a lower energy, 
typically, but not necessarily, visible light. Since molecules have various states called 
energy levels, fluorescence spectroscopy is primarily concerned with electronic and 
vibrational states. The species being examined are first excited, by absorbing a photon, 
from its ground electronic state to one of the various vibrational states in the excited 
electronic state. Collisions with other molecules cause the excited molecule to lose 
vibrational energy until it reaches the lowest vibrational state of the excited electronic 
state. The molecule then drops down to one of the various vibrational levels of the ground 
electronic state again, emitting a photon in the process. As molecules drop down into any 
of the several vibrational levels in the ground state, the emitted photons will have different 
energies, and thus frequencies. Therefore, by analyzing the different frequencies of light 
emitted in fluorescence spectroscopy, along with their relative intensities, the structure of 
the different vibrational levels can be determined. It can be noted that, in a typical 
experiment, the different frequencies of fluorescent light emitted by a sample are 
measured, holding the excitation light at a constant wavelength. This is called an emission 
spectrum. The emission spectrum provides information for both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis.  
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3.3.7  Scanning Electron Microscopy  
A scanning electron microscope is a powerful microscope that uses electrons rather than 
light to form an image of objects such as fractured metal components, foreign particles 
and residues, polymers and biological samples, among others. It uses a focused beam of 
high energy electrons to generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid specimens. 
The signals derive from electron sample interaction and reveal information about the 
sample including external morphology (texture), chemical composition, crystalline 
structure and orientation of materials making up the sample. The advantages associated 
with SEM include, among others, its ability to perform analyses of selected point locations 
on the sample. Areas ranging from approximately 1 cm to 5 microns can also be imaged in 
a scanning mode using conventional SEM techniques (magnification ranging from 20× to 
approximately 30,000×, and a spatial resolution of 50 to 100 nm) [278].  
A SEM Gemini LEO 1525 Model microscope was used to study the morphology of the 
synthesised star copolymer. Powder particles were mounted onto an electrically grounded 
sample holder using carbon tape on a graphite support unit. Then were coated with a 
vapour-deposited gold layer in order to achieve good quality images and resolution. The 
samples were then subjected to an electron beam under vacuum to obtain micrographs of 
the star copolymers 
3.3.8  Voltammetry 
Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed on a BAS 100B electrochemical 
analyzer from Bioanalytical Systems, Inc. (West Lafayette, IN). 
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3.3.8.1 Principles of Cyclic Voltammetry 
The common characteristics of all voltammetric techniques is that they involve the 
application of a potential (E) to an electrode and monitoring of the resulting current (I) 
flowing through the electrochemical cell. In many cases, the applied potential is varied or 
the current is monitored over a period of time (t). Thus all voltammetric techniques can be 
described as some function of E, I, and t. They are considered as active techniques (as 
opposed to passive techniques such as potentiometry) because the applied potential forces 
a change in the concentration of an electroactive species at the electrode surface by 
electrochemically reducing or oxidizing it. Cyclic voltammetry is a widely used 
electroanalytical technique that uses microelectrodes and unstirred solution so that 
measured current is limited by the analyte diffusion at the electrode surface. It has wide 
applications in the study of redox processes, electrochemical properties of analyzes in 
solution and for understanding reaction intermediates as well as for obtaining the stability 
of reaction products [279]. A cyclic voltammogram is a complicated, time dependent 
function of a large number of physical and chemical parameters. The common 
experimental practice is to chose a starting potential for the working electrode Estart, where 
the analyte is electroactive, and then to change potential at a constant rate ν (= dE/dt) 
moving from Estart through a potential range where oxidation or reduction of analyte can 
occur. A reversing potential Erev, when the sweep direction is reversed (-ν) and the 
potential usually returns to Estart. These steps form a single cycle, but the process can be 
repeated any number of times. A wide number of values of |ν| have been used (0.05-2 × 
106 V s-1). However, multiple CV experiments can be used for variety of applications, 
including: 
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• The determination of Nernstian (reversible) or non-Nernstian (irreversible) 
behaviour of a redox couple  
• The number of electrons transferred in an oxidation or reduction 
• Formal potentials 
• Rate constants 
• Reaction mechanisms 
• Diffusion coefficients 
The initial scan can, for instance be negative to the switching potential, in which case if 
the scan is reversed; it runs in the positive direction. A full cycle, partial cycle or a series 
of cycles can be performed depending on the analysis targeted. Important parameters are 
usually obtained from cyclic voltammograms for analysis of redox properties and 
properties of an electroactive sample. These parameters include anodic and cathodic peak 
potentials (Epa and Epc respectively) as well as anodic and cathodic peak currents (ipa and 
ipc respectively). A typical cyclic voltammogram illustrating these parameters is shown in 
Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: A typical cyclic voltammogram showing the basic peak parameters, Epa, Epc, 
ipa and ipc. 
Important parameters are usually obtained from cyclic voltammograms for analysis of 
redox properties of an electroactive sample. These parameters include peak potentials 
(Epc, Epa) and peak currents (ipc, ipa) of the cathodic and anodic peaks, respectively. 
Consequently, important information about the sample under investigation can be 
obtained from the above peak parameters. This includes whether the electrochemical 
process displayed by the sample is reversible, irreversible or quasi-reversible. It also gives 
an insight into how fast the electron process is, relative to other processes such as 
diffusion. For instance, if the electron transfer is fast relative to the diffusion of 
electroactive species from the bulk solution at the surface of the electrode, the reaction is 
said to be electrochemically reversible and the peak separation (ΔEp) is given by equation 
3.14: 
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ΔEp = |Epa - Epc| = 2.303 RT/nF                                                                          (3.14) 
where ΔEp is the peak separation (V), Epa is the anodic peak potential (V), Epc is the 
cathodic peak potential (V), n is the number of electrons, F is the Faraday constant (96 
486,3365 C mol-1), R is the gas constant (8.314 J mol-1 K-1) and T is the absolute 
temperature of the system (298 K). The number of electrons (n) involved in the 
electrochemical process can be estimated from the above equation. Thus, for a reversible 
redox reaction at 25 °C (298 K) with n electrons, ΔEp should be 0.0592/n V or about 60 
mV for one electron. In practice, this value is difficult to attain because of cell resistance. 
Irreversibility due to slow electron transfer rate results in ΔEp > 0.0592/n V, possibly, 
greater than 70 mV for a one-electron reaction [280]. The diagnostic tests for electro-
reversibility are listed below. 
Diagnostic tests for the electrochemical reversibility of a redox couple, carried out 
byCV. 
1. Ipc = Ipa 
2. The peak potentials , Epc and Epa , are independent of the scan rate (v) 
3. The formal potential (Eº′) is positioned mid-way between Epc and Epa, so Eº′ = 
(Epa + Epc)/2 
4. Ip is proportional to v½ 
5. The separation between Epc and Epa is 59 mV/n for an n-electron couple (i.e. 
ΔEp = |Epa - Epc| = 0.0592/n V). 
For reversible reaction, the concentration is related to peak current by the Randles-Sevčik 
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equation (at 25 °C) [279, 281]: 
0
2
1
2
1
2
35
p 1069.2 CvADnI ×=         (3.15) 
where Ip is the peak current in ampere, v is the rate at which the potential is swept in V s-1, 
A is the electrode area (cm2), n is the number of electrons transferred, D is the diffusion 
coefficient (cm2 s-1), pa is the peak anodic, pc is the peak cathodic, and C0 is the 
concentration in mol cm-3. Several voltammograms performed at different scan rates can 
lead to preparation of several linear plots whose slopes could give further information 
about the redox properties of the sample in question. For, instance, when the peak current 
is plotted against the square root of the scan rate, the slope of the linear plot can be used to 
estimate the diffusion coefficient according to the Randles-Sevčik (equation 3.15). When 
plotted, the log of peak current versus the log of scan rate gives a linear plot whose slope 
distinguishes between diffusion controlled peaks, adsorption peaks or even a mixture of 
the two. A plot of the log Ip versus log v is linear, with a slope of 0.5 for diffusion peak 
and a slope of 1 for an adsorption peak. Intermediate values of the slope are sometimes 
observed, suggesting a “mixed” diffusion-adsorption peak [280]. 
In some cases, the sample to be characterized may be deposited on the surface of the 
electrode (chemically modified electrodes). In such cases, one can estimate the surface 
concentration of the adsorbed material by the use of the Brown–Anson equation model: 
RT
AvΓFn
I
4
*22
p =          (3.16) 
where Ip, n, F, A, R, v and T are explained in equations 3.14 and 3.15 and Г* is the surface 
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concentration of the adsorbed species of the electrode modifier.  
Although CV is very widely used for the initial redox characterization of a molecule (i.e., 
the redox potentials, and the stability of the different oxidation states) and for qualitative 
investigation of chemical reactions that accompany electron transfer, there are a number 
of disadvantages inherent in these techniques, which include: 
i) The effects of slow heterogeneous electron transfer and chemical reactions cannot 
be separated if both of these effects are present, then the rate constants for these 
processes can only be calculated using simulations methods. 
ii) There is a background charging current throughout the experiment of magnitude 
vCdl (where Cdl is the capacitance of the interface at the working electrode). This 
restricts the detection limit to about 10-5 M. In addition, the ratio of the peak 
faradaic current to the charging current decreases with increasing v (Ip is 
proportional to v½) [282]. 
In spite of these limitations, CV is very well suited for a wide range of applications and is 
one of the standard techniques used in characterization.  
3.3.9  Square Wave Voltammetry  
Square wave voltammetry (SWV) has received growing attention as a voltammetric 
technique for routine quantitative analyses. SWV was reported in 1957 by Barker [283]. 
This technique involves the application of square wave modulation to a constant or nearly 
constant dc potential, and the current generated is sampled at the end of successive half 
cycles of the square wave. Three currents are generated i.e. forward current from the 
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forward pulse (If), the reverse current from the reverse pulse (Ir) and that for the net 
current (Id) which are then plotted against the potential on the corresponding staircase 
tread. The net current (Id) is obtained by the difference between the forward and the 
reverse current (If - Ir) and is centred on the redox potential. The net current serves better 
analytical usage than the forward and reverse currents because it increases the 
discrimination against the charging current, since any residual charging current is 
subtracted out. Figure 3.5 shows the SWV containing the forward, reverse and net 
currents. The net current is larger than that of the forward and reverse current since it is 
the difference between them [284]. The peak height is directly proportional to the 
concentration of the electroactive species and detection limit as low as 10-8 is possible. 
SWV is associated with some advantages over cyclic voltammetry. These advantages 
include excellent sensitivity and rejection of back ground currents. The scanning speed in 
SWV is also high. This high speed coupled with computer control and signal averaging 
allows for experiments to be performed repetitively and increases the signal to noise ratio. 
SWV is also applied in study of electrode kinetics with regard to preceding, following or 
catalytic homogeneous chemical reactions and determination of some species at trace 
levels [285-286]. Square wave voltammetry can play very important role in the 
characterization of electroactive species with poor, overlapping or ill-formed redox signals 
in CV by producing individual sharp peaks [284]. It can also be applied in study of the 
electrode kinetics with regard to preceding, following or catalytic homogeneous chemical 
reactions and determination of some species at trace levels. 
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Figure 3.5: A typical SWV containing the forward, reverse and difference currents. 
Consequently, the difference (Id) is larger than each individual component in the region of 
the peak that is centered on the half-wave potential because If, and Ir have opposite signs. 
This difference effectively cancels the capacitive currents and thus higher scan rates are 
possible without background current interferences. This makes SWV a useful tool in 
kinetic studies. 
3.3.10  Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements were recorded with a Zahner 
IM6ex, Germany instrument to quantify the ionic conductivity of electrochemically 
prepared PPy, PPI-co-PPy, and PPI-2Py in lithium perchlorate (pH 6). At perturbation 
amplitude of 10 mV within the frequency range 100 kHz to 100 MHz was used. A three-
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electrode electrochemical cell with argon deaerated electrolyte was used for all 
electrochemical measurements. The working, auxiliary and reference electrodes used were 
Pt, Pt wire, and Ag/AgCl (saturated 3 M NaCl), respectively.  
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) or ac impedance methods have seen 
tremendous increase in popularity in recent years. Initially applied to the determination of 
the double-layer capacitance [287-288] and in ac polarography [289-290], they are now 
applied to the characterization of electrode processes and complex interfaces. EIS studies 
the system response to the application of a periodic small amplitude ac signal. These 
measurements are carried out at different ac frequencies and, thus, the name impedance 
spectroscopy was later adopted. Analysis of the system response contains information 
about the interface, its structure and reactions taking place there. EIS is now described in 
the general books on electrochemistry [291-292]. However, in impedance, a small 
perturbing potential is applied across a cell or sample and changes in a cyclic sinusoidal 
manner and generates a current resulting from the overpotential (η) caused by the small 
displacement of the potential from the equilibrium value. Over a time scale, the averaged 
over potential is zero. Because the potential is only perturbing, it has the advantage of 
minimizing the concentration change after the experiment. The induced current alternates 
because the voltage changes in a cyclic manner, and hence the term alternating current 
(AC). The term impedance is therefore a measure of the ability of a circuit to resist the 
flow of an AC [286]. It is synonymous to resistance (R) used in direct current (DC), which 
is defined by Ohm’s law equation 3.17 as the ratio between voltage (E) and current (I) 
[279, 281]. 
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I
ER =
           3.17 
While this is a well known relationship, its use is limited to only one circuit element the 
ideal resistor. 
An ideal resistor has several simplifying properties: 
• It follows Ohm's Law at all current and voltage levels 
• Its resistance value is independent of frequency 
• AC current and voltage signals though a resistor is in phase with each other. 
The real world contains circuit elements that exhibit much more complex behaviour. 
These elements force us to abandon the simple concept of resistance. In its place we use 
impedance, which is a more general circuit parameter. Like resistance, impedance is a 
measure of the ability of a circuit to resist the flow of electrical current. Unlike resistance, 
impedance is not limited by the simplifying properties listed above. 
Electrochemical impedance is usually measured by applying an AC potential to an 
electrochemical cell and measuring the current through the cell. Assume that we apply a 
sinusoidal potential excitation. The response to this potential is an AC current signal. This 
current signal can be analyzed as a sum of sinusoidal functions (a Fourier series). 
Electrochemical impedance is normally measured used a small excitation signal. This is 
done so that the cell's response is pseudo-linear. Linearity is described in more detail in 
the following section. In a linear (or pseudo-linear) system, the current response to a 
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sinusoidal potential will be a sinusoid at the same frequency but shifted in phase. See 
Figure 3.6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Impedance: AC plot of voltage versus current showing the shift in phase.  
The system response on the application of a sinusoidal signal is described as: 
)sin(0 tEE ω=                                                                                                           3.18 
( )ϕω += tIi sin                                                                                                         3.19 
( )ϕω += t
Z
Eti sin)( 0
                                                                                                3.20 
where E0 is the signal amplitude, ω = angular frequency = 2πf, f is the frequency and φ is 
the phase angle between the current and the potential. From equation 3.20, the current and 
the applied potential have the same frequency but it is phase shifted by and angle φ Using 
ϕ
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complex notation: 
C
jR
Cj
RZjZjZ ωωω
11)( −=+=′′+′=
                                                              3.21 
The total impedance in an EIS measurement is the sum of the real impedance and 
imaginary impedance, while the modulus of the impedance |Z| is described as: 
2222 )/1()()( CRZZZ ω+=′′+′=
                                                              3.22 a 
ZjZZ ′′−′=∗                                                                                                       3.22 b 
The resistance R portion of the impedance is defined as the impedance to the flow of 
charge and it is frequency independent Z*(R) = Z’ = R and φ = 0. 
Z′ is the real impedance which is plotted on the x axis in the Nyquist plot. The concept of 
double layer of charge on the electrode surface introduces another term called capacitance. 
The impedance of a pure capacitor is described as: 
CjZCZ ω1)( =′′=∗                                                                                            3. 23 
Z″ is the imaginary impedance which is a measure of the capacitance and it is frequency 
dependent φ = - π/2 
While the phase angle φ is described as: 
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RCZ
Z
ωϕ
1tan =′
′′=
                                                                                                3. 24 
Admittance is the inverse of impedance and it is described as: 
 Z
Y 1=
                                                                                                                 3. 25 
and 
ωjCY =                                                                                                                3. 26 
Usually data is presented in two major ways the Nyquist (complex plane) plot and the 
Bode plot, Nyquist plot is a plot of imaginary impedance, Z’” versus real impedance, Z’. 
The experimental data collected from an impedance experiment is often presented as 
Nyquist plot of Z’ (usually positive x-axis corresponds to the real impedance), versus Z’’ 
(usually, the positive y-axis correspond to –Z’’, over a wide frequency range (normally 
100 kHz to 0.1 Hz). The Nyquist plot of impedance spectra includes a semicircle portion 
and a linear portion, with the former at higher frequencies corresponding to the electron 
transfer process and the latter at lower frequencies corresponding to the diffusion process. 
The electron transfer resistance (Rct) at the electrode surface is equal to the semicircle 
diameter, which can be used to describe the interface properties of the electrode [293].  
Another way of presenting impedance data is a Bode plot in which the logarithm of the 
absolute value of Z’ and the phase (φ) are plotted against the logarithm of the frequency 
(f) [294]. This can be plotted together or separately. Nyquist plots are more commonly 
displayed for historical reasons, the data is however often poorly resolved (particularly at 
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high frequencies), and the explicit frequency dependence is not displayed in the plot. In 
contrast, the Bode plot directly displays the frequency dependence; in addition, the data is 
well resolved at all frequencies, since a logarithmic frequency scale is used. When the 
frequency of the AC waveform is varied over a wide range of frequency (ca. about 10-4 
and > 106 Hz), the impedance obtained for the system is a function of the operating 
frequency. Spectra of the resulting impedance at different frequencies reveal the different 
electrochemical kinetics involved in the system. While dipolar properties are manifest at 
high frequency regions, bulk and surface properties will be evident at intermediate and 
low frequencies respectively [294]. The total impedance of a system is determined by the 
impedances of the various components of the electrochemical cell; for example, electron 
transfer kinetics, diffusion and passivating layers. The relative contribution of the various 
components typically varies with frequency; for example, electron transfer kinetics may 
dominate at high frequencies, whereas diffusion may dominate at lower frequencies [294]. 
Measuring impedance over a wide frequency range allows processes with different time 
scales such as electron transfer, mass transport and chemical reaction to be detected within 
the same experiment. Impedance data is commonly analyzed by fitting it to an equivalent 
circuit model. The frequently used circuit, called the Randles equivalent circuit is 
composed of different elements such as resistors, capacitors, and inductors joined in series 
or in parallel. Figure 3.7 shows the impedance diagram for the real impedance (x-axis) 
and imaginary impedance (y-axis) with low frequency data being on the right side of the 
plot and higher frequencies are on the left [294].  
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Figure 3.7: A typical impedance diagram. 
A typical Nyquist plot for the impedance data is shown in Figure 3.8. The semicircular 
shape is characteristic of a single "time constant". 
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Figure 3.8: A typical Nyquist plot. 
EIS is a useful tool in studying the kinetics of electrochemical reactions. Redox reactions 
usually involve charge transfer kinetics and mass transfer. The slower of this two 
determines the rate of the reaction. The mass transfer in EIS is limited to diffusion 
(concentration gradient) by the steady state condition. Figure 3.9 shows the Nyquist plot 
indicating the kinetically controlled (higher frequency) and the mass controlled (low 
frequency) parts of the plot. 
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Figure 3.9: A typical Nyquist plot showing some kinetic parameters. 
From ωmax (frequency at maximum imaginary impedance of the semicircle) useful kinetic 
parameters such as double layer capacitance (Cdl) (obtained using equation 3.27), time 
constant (cycle life) τ (calculated using equation 3.28), exchange current Io (calculated 
using equation 3.29), and heterogeneous rate constant Ket (calculated using equation 3.30) 
can be evaluated: 
dlct
max
1
CR
=ω
                                                                                                         3.27  
dlctCR=τ                                                                                                              3.28 
ct
0 nFR
RTI =
                                                                                                            3.29 
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0
et nFAC
IK =
                                                                                                           3.30 
where ωmax = 2 π ƒ, Rs is the solution resistance, Rct is the charge transfer resistance, Cdl is 
the double layer capacitance, R is the gas constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1), F is the Faradays 
constant (96 486 C mol-1), n is the number of electrons, τ is the time constant or cycle life 
(relates to the time required for the proton to completely move across the electrolyte layer 
from one side to the other), I0 is the exchange current (relates to rate constant to electron 
transfer at zero overpotential), C0 is the concentration (mol cm-3), and Ket is the 
heterogeneous rate constant.  
A representative plot of frequency as x-axis versus logarithm of real impedance as y1-axis, 
and phase angle as y2-axis called Bode plot is presented in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 A Bode 
plot is a plot of log magnitude of impedance and phase angle versus log of frequency 
[286]. 
 
Figure 3.10: A typical Bode plot showing variation of impedance and phase angle with 
changes in frequency. 
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Figure 3.11: A Bode plot showing some kinetic parameters. 
The Bode plot gives direct information on the frequency and phase angle. The frequency 
at maximum phase is a useful parameter in determining the double layer capacitance, 
using equation 3.31: 
dlct
solct
max
)/1(
CR
RR+=φω
                                                                                3.31 
The commonly used Randles equivalent circuit for fitting of the impedance data is shown 
in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: Randles equivalent circuit for a simple electrochemical cell. 
C is capacitance, which is the ability of an electrochemical system to store or retain 
charge, and Zw is the Warburg impedance associated with the resistance as a result of the 
diffusion of ions across the electrode/electrolyte interface. Thus, EIS can give useful 
information of the impedance changes on the electrode surface before and after 
modification. 
3.4  Experimental Procedures  
3.4.1 Synthesis of 2-Pyrrole Functionalized Poly(propylene imine) Dendrimer from 
G1 to G4 (PPI-2Py) 
The synthesis of PPI-2Py was carried out by, first, a condensation reaction of PPI with 2-
pyrrole aldehyde. A reaction mixture of PPI generation 1 (1 g, 3.15 mmol ) and 2-pyrrole 
aldehyde (1.2 g, 12.625 mmol) in 50 mL dry methanol (50 mL) was magnetically stirred 
under a positive pressure of nitrogen gas for 2 days in a 100 mL three-necked round-
bottom flask. The quantities used in the cases of G2 to G4 are given in Table 3.1. The 
methanol was removed by rotary evaporation, the residual oil was dissolved in 50 mL 
dichloromethane (DCM), and the organic phase was then washed with water (6 × 50 mL) 
to remove unreacted monomer. The DCM was removed by rotary evaporation and yielded 
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the desired product as an orange oil. The method used above is a slight modification of 
that reported by Smith et al. [295] and Salmon and Jutzi [296]. See Scheme 3.1. The yield 
was 1.65 g, 75 %.  
1H-NMR (CDCl3 200 MHz, ppm): 1.36 (s, br, 4H, H-1), 1.74 (t, 8H, H-2), 2.43 (m, br, 
12H, H-2&3), 3.51 (t, 8H), 6.21 (t, 8H, H-8), 6.47 (d, 4H, H-7), 6.86 (s, 4H, H-9), 8.1 (s, 
4H, H-6). The NMR spectrum of PPI-2Py showed a new chemical shift at 8.1 ppm for 
N=CH. Strong FTIR bands appeared at 1634 cm-1 for ν (N=C) in the dendrimer moiety 
and at 729 cm-1 for the out-of-plane bending ν(C-H) at the α position of the Py ring. 
Table 3.1: Quantities of PPI dendrimer and 2-pyrrole aldehyde used during 
functionalization of PPI dendrimer 
PPI dendrimer generations PPI dendrimer (g, m mol) 2-Pyrrole aldehyde (g, m mol) 
G1 1, 3.15 1.2, 12.625l 
G2 0.5, 0.6468 0.492, 5.176 
G3 0.5, 0.2965 0.2804, 4.745 
G4 0.5, 0.1423 0.4325, 4.550 
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Scheme 3.1: Functionalized poly(propylene imine) dendrimer. 
3.4.2 Chemical Oxidative Polymerization of Pyrrole from Functionalized 
Dendrimers G1-2Py–G4-2Py 
The PPI-co-PPy was synthesized by reacting PPI-2Py with Py monomer using ammonium 
persulfate ((NH4)2S2O8) (APS) as an oxidant via chemical oxidative copolymerization. 
Conducting star copolymers with PPy side chains were obtained (see Scheme 3.2). In a 
typical experiment, G1PPI-2Py (0.1 g, 0.16 mmol) and Py (0.28 mL, 0.2 M) were 
dissolved in chloroform (20 mL), with stirring. Ammonium persulfate (0.9128 g, 0.2 M) 
in distilled water (20 mL) was slowly added to the above solution. The quantities used in 
the cases of G2PPI-2Py to G4PPI-2Py are given in Table 3.2. The polymerization reaction 
was carried out at room temperature for 1 hr and then terminated by pouring methanol into 
the reaction flask. The resultant PPI-co-PPy powder was filtered, washed several times 
sequentially with distilled water, methanol and acetone, filtered, and then dried in a 
vacuum oven at 45 °C for 12 hr. The yield was 0.145 g, 33%. This method was adapted 
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from literature [297], with slight modification. A similar experimental procedure was used 
to prepare homopolymer PPy, but here no PPI-2Py was added to the reaction mixture.  
Table 3.2: Quantities of functionalized dendrimer, Py and APS used during 
polymerization 
Functionalized dendrimer PPI-2Py Py APS 
G1-2Py, 0.1 g, 0.1601 mmol 0.28 mL, 0.2 M 0.9128 g, 0.2 M 
G2-2Py, 0.1 g, 0.0719 mmol 0.28 mL, 0.2 M 0.9128 g, 0.2 M 
G3-2Py, 0.1 g, 0.28 mL, 0.2 M 0.9128 g, 0.2 M 
G4-2Py, 0.1 g, 0.0167 mmol 0.28 mL, 0.2 M 0.9128 g, 0.2 M 
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Scheme 3.2: Schematic of the synthesis of conducting star copolymers. 
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3.4.3 Electrodes and Solution Preparation 
A Pt electrode was used throughout this study. The cleaning method commonly used for 
the preparation of electrodes for electrochemical measurements involves mechanical 
polishing. The Pt electrode was first polished repeatedly with 1.0, 0.3, and 0.05 μm 
alumina slurries, respectively. It was then cleaned with piranha (30% H2O2:H2SO4, 1:3) 
for 10 min at 80 °C in an oven, followed by sonication in ethanol and water, 
consecutively, for 5 min. The electrode was further cleaned electrochemically in 1 M 
sulfuric acid by cycling between the potentials -600 mV and +1000 mV until a 
reproducible cyclic voltammogram was obtained. Finally, it was thoroughly rinsed with 
distilled water. A small volume of PPI-2Py (5 μl) was drop coated onto, allowed to dry 
under a blanket of nitrogen gas, and then left to dry at room temperature. Solutions were 
prepared using general procedures and formulae, such as shown in equations 3.32 and 
3.33, for preparation and dilution of solutions, respectively: 
1000
**. volumeMolaritymassmolarmass =                                                                     3.32 
2211 VCVC =                                                                                                                 3.33 
3.4.4 Electrochemical Polymerization of Pyrrole on Electrodes Surfaces Coated 
with Pyrrole Functionalized Dendrimers G1-2Py to G4-2Py 
Electrochemical polymerization of Py on Pt electrode surfaces coated with PPI-2Py was 
carried out in an electrochemical cell containing 5 mL of 0.1 M aqueous lithium 
perchlorate solution as support electrolyte and 0.177 mL of 0.5 M Py monomer. 
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Electrochemical polymerization was achieved by CV (+800 mV to -600 mV), performed 
at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1, for 20 cycles. Before applying the potential to the above 
polymerization solution, the solution was degassed by bubbling argon gas through for 15 
min, and then maintaining it oxygen-free by keeping a blanket of argon above the 
solution. It is during this electropolymerization process that PPy is electrodeposited on the 
surface of the coated electrode. The modified electrode was then removed from the 
solution and rinsed with water to remove any traces of monomer. A similar experimental 
procedure was used to prepare homopolymer PPy onto the bare polished Pt electrode 
surface, except that here no PPI-2Py was coated onto the Pt electrode surface. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Results and Discussion: 
Analytical Results and Electrochemistry of the Novel Conducting 
Star Copolymers  
4.1 Introduction  
This chapter presents the analytical results and electrochemistry of the novel conducting 
star copolymers that were prepared as described in the experimental section (3.4). A 
summary of the preparation methods/procedures used (chemical oxidative polymerization 
and electrochemical polymerization) is included here, for clarity. Novel macromolecular 
star copolymers based on poly(propylene imine) (PPI) dendrimer core and polypyrrole 
(PPy) shell were prepared. A series of dendrimeric PPy PPI star copolymers was 
synthesized chemically and electrochemically using generations 1 to 4 (G1 to G4) PPI 
dendrimer and pyrrole (Py). The synthesis procedure involved a condensation reaction 
between the diamino functional dendrimer and 2-Py aldehyde to afford the Py 
functionalized PPI dendrimer (PPI-2Py). Chemical oxidative polymerization of the PPI-
2Py with additional Py monomer, using ammonium persulfate as an oxidizing agent, 
afforded poly(propylene imine)-co-polypyrrole (PPI-co-PPy). In an electrochemical 
polymerization, PPI-2Py deposited on a platinum (Pt) electrode was polymerized by 
cyclic voltammetry (CV) (+800 mV to -600 mV), performed at 50 mV s-1 in a 0.1 M 
LiClO4 solution of 0.5M Py. 
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Results given and discussed in this chapter have also appeared in published form [298].  
4.2  Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
The FTIR transmission spectra of PPy, PPI, PPI-2Py and PPI-co-PPy are shown in Figure 
4.1 (A, B, C, D). The spectrum of PPy (Figure 4.1 A) shows absorption peaks at 3400 cm-1, 
1540 cm-1, 1295 cm-1, 1133 cm-1, 1033 cm-1, 890 cm-1, and 777 cm-1. Similar results have 
been reported by Depaoli et al. [299] and Kang et al. [300], namely, stretching vibration 
bands of the Py ring at 1543 cm-1 (C=C), 1295 cm-1 (C–C), and 1130 cm-1 (C–N). The 
peak at 3400 cm-1 is assigned to the N–H stretching vibration in Py. The peaks for C–H 
stretching and N–H bending of Py appear at 1043 cm-1, while the peak for C–H bending 
appears at 780 cm-1.  
The FTIR spectra of PPI dendrimers (G1PPI to G4PPI) are shown in Figure 4.1 B. 
Characteristic peaks appear in the regions of 2934 and 2858 cm-1 (C–H stretching 
vibration), 1590 cm-1 (N–H bend), 1463 cm-1 (C–H bend), 1305 cm-1 and 1081.6 cm-1 (C–
N stretching vibration) [301].  
The spectra of PPI-2Py, from G1PPI-2Py to G4PPI-2Py (Figure 4.1 C) show out-of-plane 
bending of the C–H bond located at the α position in the Py ring appearing at 729 cm-1 
[302], while the sharp band at 1634 cm-1 is assigned to the N=C bond stretching vibration 
present in the dendrimer moiety. The appearance of these two characteristic peaks 
confirms the functionalization of the amine groups of PPI by 2-Py. 
In the PPI-co-PPy spectrum (Figure 4.1 D), the bands due to PPy appear at 1549 cm-1, 
1181 cm-1, 1035 cm-1 and 899 cm-1, whereas the sharp N=C band in PPI-2Py now appears 
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at 1671 cm-1. Furthermore, most of the characteristic peaks of the PPy remained 
unchanged upon copolymerization with PPI-2Py The intense absorption at 729 cm-1, 
ascribed to the out-of-plane C–H bending at the α position of the Py moiety, disappeared 
completely. This is an evidence of the polymerization from C–H at the α position of the 
Py moiety of the functionalized dendrimers, and conversion to PPI-co-PPy via α–α 
coupling. The sharp absorption peak at 1043 cm-1 corresponds to the N-H deformation 
[303]. The peaks at 1290 cm-1 and 1565 cm-1 are related to the C–C stretching vibration 
and C=C stretching mode of the Py ring, respectively [304]. 
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Figure 4.1: FTIR spectra of (A) polypyrrole (PPy), (B) PPI dendrimers, (C) 
functionalized dendrimer (PPI-2Py) and (D) star copolymer (PPI-co-PPy).  
4.3  Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
The G1PP1 dendrimer exhibited fluorescence properties, with excitation and emission 
bands at 390 and 448 nm, respectively (Figure 4.2 A). Similar results were also reported 
by Wang et al. [305]. PPy exhibited excitation and emission bands at 351 and 384 nm, 
respectively (Figure 4.2 B). The star copolymer exhibits fluorescence properties with 
excitation and emission bands at 385 and 422 nm, respectively (Figure 4.2 C). The star 
copolymer was excited at the wavelengths corresponding to those of PPI and PPy, to 
determine whether the constituents retained their individual properties. The observed 
emissions could not be reversed to their excitation bands upon an emission-excitation 
scan. In fact, the bands of the star copolymer seemed to be an average of its constituents, 
indicating a type of hybrid material.  
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Figure 4.2 A & B: Fluorescence spectra of (A) G1PPI dendrimer, and (B) PPy 
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Figure 4.2 C: Fluorescence spectra of G1PPI-co-PPy dendritic star copolymer.  
4.4  Scanning Electron Microscopy  
The morphology of PPy differs, depending on the method of preparation, as seen in 
Figures 4.3 A and 4.3 B. In the case of chemically prepared PPy (4.3 A), the morphology 
resembles densely clustered florets, whereas the electrochemically prepared PPy (4.3 B) 
exhibits a dense growth of whelk-like helixes [306] initiating from the bare Pt-electrode 
surface, with an average base diameter of 1.0 µm. The surface of the PPI-2Py coated on a 
Pt electrode surface is shown in Figure 4.3 C. The morphology of the chemically prepared 
star copolymers resembles that of a flaky waxy material (Figure 4.3 D), in comparison to 
the orderly electrochemical growth of whelk-like helixes (Figure 4.3 E). At higher 
magnification, the whelk-like helixes of the star copolymers are hollow tubes with 
openings at their tapered ends, and with an average base diameter of 2.0 µm (Figure 4.3 
F). Figures 4.4 G and H show the whelk-like helixes of electrochemically prepared 
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G2PPI-co-PPy. Figures 4.4 I and J show the whelk-like helixes of electrochemically 
prepared G3PPI-co-PPy star copolymers. Figures 4.4 K and L show the electrochemically 
prepared G4PPI-co-PPy star copolymers. These images clearly show the size difference 
from G1PPI-co-PPy to G4PPI-co-PPy, depending on the number of end groups on the 
functionalized dendrimers – the smaller the end group the bigger the size of the arms.   
Chen et al. [306] reported the preparation of PPy whelk-like helixes on the surface of a 
glassy carbon electrode with an average base diameter of 1.0 µm via electrochemical 
polymerization of Py monomer in the presence of a surfactant. They reported that a high 
surface area and hydrophilicity of the PPy whelk-like helixes enhance electrocatalytic 
activity, as shown by an increase in the oxidation current of ascorbic acid [306]. Results of 
experiments carried out in the present study show that PPy whelk-like helixes can form on 
a bare Pt surface in the absence of surfactant as well as on a Pt surface coated with a Py-
functionalized dendrimer via electropolymerization of Py in the presence of aqueous 
LiClO4.  
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Figure 4.3: SEM images: (A) chemically synthesized PPy (×5000), (B) electrochemically 
synthesized PPy (×10,000), (C) functionalized dendrimer (PPI-2Py), (D) chemically 
synthesized G1PPI-co-PPy (×20,000), (E) electrochemically polymerized G1PPI-co-PPy 
(×5000), (F) electrochemically polymerized G1PPI-co-PPy (×23,000). 
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Figure 4.4: SEM images: (G) electrochemically polymerized G2PPI-co-PPy (×3500), (H) 
electrochemically polymerized G2PPI-co-PPy (×10,000), (I) electrochemically 
polymerized G3PPI-co-PPy (×2000), (J) electrochemically polymerized G3PPI-co-PPy 
(×10,000), (K) electrochemically polymerized G4PPI-co-PPy (×3500), and (L) 
electrochemically polymerized G4PPI-co-PPy (×3500). 
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4.5  Thermogravimetric Analysis 
The thermograms of weight loss versus temperature for PPy, PPI-co-PPy, PPI-2Py and 
PPI were recorded at a heating rate of 10 °C min-1 in a nitrogen atmosphere. Results are 
shown in Figure 4.5. A, B and C. The weight change over the 50 to 120 °C temperature 
range is associated with the loss of ingress moisture present in the samples. Van Genderen 
et al. [307] have shown that the TGA of amine-terminated dendrimers is unexpectedly 
high, and increases with increasing molar mass. The TGA max values (temperature at 
which the weight loss is maximal) for G1PPI-dendrimer-(NH2)4 and G4PPI-dendrimer-
(NH2)32 are 340 and 460 °C, respectively. For G1PPI-dendrimer-(NH2)4 and G4PPI-
dendrimer-(NH2)32 < 10% weight loss is observed at 270 °C and 410 °C, respectively. 
Although nitrile-terminated dendrimers usually are not very stable at higher temperature, 
here it was observed that the stability increased with higher generations [308].  
The thermograms for G1PPI-2Py to G4PPI-2Py showed similar thermal decomposition 
behaviour. The thermal decomposition behaviour of star copolymers is shown in Figures 
4.5 B and 4.5 C. There was a 10% weight loss up to 250 °C, mainly due to the removal of 
some volatile compounds, followed by a slow and gradual decomposition of the polymer 
backbone up to 450 °C. The thermograms in Figure 4.5 A show a significant increase in 
onset temperature with increasing Py content, in the order PPI < PPI-2Py < PPI-co-PPy < 
PPy. In addition, the residue remaining after thermal decomposition at 700 °C was found 
to be in the order PPI (0%) < PPI-2Py (38%) < PPI-co-PPy (47%) < PPy (66%).  
These results demonstrate that the incorporation of Py into the dendrimer increases the 
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thermal stability [309] and that the Py content is directly proportional to the star 
copolymer thermal stability. The star copolymer has thermal stability similar to that of 
PPy.  
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Figure 4.5: TGA data: (A) PPy, G1PPI-co-PPy, G1PPI-2Py, and PPI, (B) G1PPI-2Py to 
G4PPI-2Py, and (C) PPy, and G1PPI-co-PPy to G4PPI-co-PPy. 
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4.6  X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
X-ray diffraction spectra of PPy and PPI-co-PPy are presented in Figures 4.6 a and 4.6 b, 
respectively. While PPy has an amorphous morphology, the copolymer showed additional 
crystalline peaks at 18.9°, 31.86°, 33.74°, 37.65°, 45.96°, 48.48° and 52.4°. However, 
between these crystalline peaks there were wide amorphous disordered regions within the 
star copolymers, as evident in the figure around the range 2θ = 18° to 30°. The broad peak 
was centred at 24° and corresponded to the scattering from bare polymer chains at the 
interplanar spacing [310]. As PPy did not shown any crystalline peaks, the crystalline 
region observed in the copolymer was attributed to the presence of the dendrimer moiety 
in the star copolymer. 
 
Figure 4.6: XRD data: (a) PPI-co-PPy, and (b) PPy. 
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4.7  Conductivity Measurements 
The electronic conductivity of chemically synthesized PPy and PPI-co-PPy was 
determined by Hall effect measurements. The samples were prepared by pressing into 
pellets (13 mm diameter) at less than 6 tons of pressure for 30 min at room temperature. 
PPI-co-PPy is a semiconducting material. It had an electronic conductivity value of 0.7 S 
cm-1. PPy had a value of 1.5 S cm-1. The current-voltage curve for PPy and PPI-co-PPy 
(Figure 4.7) showed that PPI-co-PPy had higher resistance at higher voltages than PPy.  
 
Figure 4.7: Current vs voltage curve for PPy and PPI-co-PPy star copolymers. 
4.8  Electrochemical Behaviour of the G1PPI-co-PPy in PBS 
Figure 4.9 shows the results of scan rate studies (2-70 mV s−1) for G1PPI-co-PPy 
conducted in argon-degassed phosphate buffer saline (PBS) (0.1 M, pH 6.8). The (Ip) of 
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G1PPI-co-PPy increased linearly with increasing scan rate (v), as shown in Figure 4.9 
inset, which indicates the occurrence of the electrochemistry of surface confined species. 
The number of electrons was calculated (n = 2) by using the Brown-Anson equation 
[311]. At 50 mV s−1 scan rate, Figure 4.8 the surface concentration of the electroactive 
species was determined from the Faradaic charge (Q) passed during exhaustive 
electrolysis of the assembly, using the same scan rate as for the electrochemical 
polymerization. This is based on the following equation [312]. 
Г = Q/nFA                                                                                                                      (4.1) 
where n is the number of electrons transferred, F is Faraday’s constant, and A is the area 
of the electrode. The surface concentration was calculated to be 1.0271×10−5 mol cm−2 
The linear regression equations for the cathodic and anodic peaks, which are based on log 
peak current versus log ν plots for diffusion kinetically controlled scan rates, were 
determined as: slope = 0.5127 (r = 0.9984) and slope = 0.5700 (r = 0.9943), respectively. 
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Figure 4.8: A plot of log peak current versus log scan rate. 
Figure 4.10 shows cyclic voltammograms for the electrochemical polymerization (+800 
mV to -650 mV) of pyrrole on G1PPI-2Py modified Pt electrode performed at a scan rate 
of 50 mV s-1, for 20 cycles. The current was observed to increase with increasing number 
of cycles, implying deposition of an electroactive material on the surface of the electrode. 
The peak at -343 mV is due to the dendrimer on the surface of the electrode and 
disappears after the 5th cycle. This may be due to nucleation and self-orientation of the 
functionalized dendrimer on the electrode surface. Although this peak disappears after the 
5th cycle, the current continues to increase with increase in cycles. Growth of PPy at this 
step is believed to take place at the α position of the functionalized dendrimer (Scheme 
3.2), forming the G1PPI-co-PPy. 
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Figure 4.9: Cyclic voltammetry of G1PPI-co-PPy recorded at different scan rates. 
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Figure 4.10: Cyclic voltammograms for the electrochemical polymerization of Py on a 
PPI-2Py/Pt electrode.  
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4.9 Electrochemical Behaviour Towards [Fe(CN6)]3-/4- Redox Probe Surface 
Enhancement 
 
Figure 4.11: Cyclic voltammetry and square wave voltammetry of 10 mM K3[Fe(CN6)] in 
a phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.0) with KCl (0.1 M) as supporting electrolyte. 
Cyclic voltammetry of the [Fe(CN6)]3-/4- electrolyte redox probe (Figure 4.11) was carried 
out to compare the effect of surface enhancement or modification using pristine PPy and 
the star copolymer. On the bare Pt electrode, the average peak current was 26 μA. After 
polymerized with pristine PPy the average peak current was 63 μA. With star copolymers 
on the electrode the average peak current increased to 83 μA. This increase indicates that 
star copolymers have an enhancing effect in the redox reactions. 
4.10  Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy  
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was used to determine the ionic conductivity of 
PPy, PPI-2Py and PPI-co-PPy in lithium perchlorate (pH 6.1). (Ionic conductivity is a 
measure of how well a material accommodates the movement of ions carrying the current 
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in the solution.) The highest real impedance of 10 MΩ (not shown) was observed for PPI-
2Py. The Py monomer hinders the flow of ions through the dendrimer core to the Pt 
electrode surface. This is expected, since Py is only conducting in its polymer state. The 
marked reduction in the impedance after polymerization is an indication of the Py 
polymerization on the dendrimer architecture. Since PPy is a conducting polymer, the PPy 
arm facilitates the flow of ions through the star copolymers and to the electrode surface.  
The Bode plots and Nyquist plots are presented in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, respectively, 
compare the EIS of the star copolymer with that of the pristine PPy and bare Pt electrode. 
RS models the solution resistance, R1 and R2 represent the resistance to the flow of the 
perchlorate ion through the polymer whereas the constant phase element (CPE) with an α 
value of between 0.8 and 0.87 was used in place of capacitance for better fitting in the 
Randles equivalent circuit [313]. On the bare Pt electrode, lithium perchlorate showed a 
two time constant behaviour as seen in the two фmax of the phase angle in Figure 4.12 
(This can also be seen in Figure 4.13 if the high frequency portion is zoomed). Since a 
similar two time constant is observed for the PPy and PPI-co-PPy modified electrode, it 
can be assumed that the impedance monitored is the charge transfer of the lithium 
perchlorate ions across the polymer chain. Furthermore, the relatively equal Rs value (ca 
300 Ω) at a dc potential of -700 mV for all the electrodes (i.e., star copolymer, pristine 
polypyrrole and bare Pt electrode surface) serves as a good base for comparing the 
polymers. Rct is the major determining parameter which relates to the ionic conductivity 
and kinetic behaviour which can be represented by time constant, τ. The fitting parameters 
using the equivalent circuit in equivalent circuit in Figure 4.12 inset for the impedance 
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plots are presented in Table 4.1, with fitting errors less than 5% for all the circuit 
elements. The phase plot at its peak maximum is characterized by frequency fф and is 
expressed by equation 4.2, while the maximum angle фmax is expressed by equation 4.3 
[314]. 
s
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φ 14
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f += π          (4.2) 
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Rct and C represent charge transfer resistance (either R1 or R2, from Table 4.1) and 
capacitance, respectively. From τ = Rct × Cdl, equation 4.2 can be rewritten as follows: 
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ct
R
R+= 1
2
1
φωτ       (4.4) 
where φφ πω f2=    
These equations show that Rct is inversely proportional to frequency (or τ) and directly 
proportional to the phase angle.  
Figure 4.12 shows that the two frequency maxima for Pt|PPI-co-PPy were higher than that 
of Pt|PPy, while the two phase angles for Pt|PPI-co-PPy were lower than that of Pt|PPy. 
These observations showed that the ionic conductivity of PPI-co-PPy is higher than that of 
PPy (see Table 4.1). This is in an agreement with equations 4.2 and 4.3. 
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The time constant, τ, is taken as a kinetic index denoting the ease of transfer of ions across 
the polymer membrane. This kinetic parameter was calculated from the Nyquist plot (see 
Table 4.1). Lower time constant values for both R1 and R2, as expected; further depict 
faster kinetics of ion transfer in PPI-co-PPy than PPy. The improved ionic conductivity of 
the star copolymer is more evident from the Nyquist plot, which shows the least real and 
imaginary impedance. 
Table 4.1: EIS fitted data from equivalence circuit in Figure 4.12 and calculated time 
constants 
Kinetic 
parameters Pt|bare Pt|PPI-co-PPy Pt|PPy 
Rs (Ω) 305 300 295 
R1 (k Ω) 0.360 0.217 0.632 
R2 (k Ω) 0.1431 9.4040 419 
CPE1 (μF) 17.32 1.88 1.86 
CPE2 (μF) 549.400 0.306 1.700 
Zw 16.79 2.70 - 
fф1 (Hz) - 662.0 168.5 
fф2 (Hz) - 10.03 2.24 
τ1; τ2 (s rad-1) 4.76×10-4 ; 4.70×10-2 1.2×10-4; 1.58×10-2 9.44×10-4; 7.10×10-2 
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Figure 4.12: EIS Bode plots of star copolymer (PPI-co-PPy), pristine polypyrrole (PPy), 
and bare Pt electrode in 0.1 M LiClO4 at a dc potential of -700 mV. 
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Figure 4.13: EIS Nyquist plots of star copolymer (PPI-co-PPy), pristine polypyrrole 
(PPy), and bare Pt electrode in 0.1 M LiClO4 at a dc potential of -700 mV. 
A surface coverage of 99% was obtained for the star copolymer on the Pt electrode. The 
value was determined from the Rct value using the following equation:  
electrodebare
ct
electrodemodified
ct1
R
R−=θ
        
(4.5) 
Kinetic parameters such as heterogeneous rate constant (Ket) and exchange current (io) 
were also calculated, using equations 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 respectively. 
dlct
max
1
CR
=ω
         (4.6) 
dlct C  R ×=τ          (4.7) 
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ctnFR
RTio =           (4.8) 
∗= CnFAKi eto          (4.9) 
where ωmax (frequency at the max. imaginary impedance of the semicircle) = 2πf, Rct is the 
charge transfer resistance, F is the Faraday constant, A is the area of the electrode, Cdl is 
the double layer capacitance, n is the number of electrons, and C* is the bulk concentration 
of the lithium perchlorate. The values obtained for the exchange current for the electron 
transfer process are given in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: Kinetic parameters of LiClO4 on PPy, Pt and PPI-co-PPy modified electrodes 
Kinetic 
para-
meters 
Pt|PPI-co-
PPy 
High freq. 
Pt|PPI-co-
PPy 
Low freq. 
Pt|bare 
High freq. 
Pt|bare 
Low freq. 
Pt|PPy 
High freq. 
Pt|PPy 
Low freq. 
ωmax 
(rad s-1) 
8244.6 63.028 2098.2 21.280 65228 1058.8 
τ (s rad-1) 1.20×10-4 1.58×10-2 4.76×10-4 4.70×10-2 9.44×10-4 7.10×10-2 
i0 (A) 9.868×10-5 2.530×10-6 7.126×10-5 1.749×10-4 8.637×10-5 4.913×10-5 
ket (cm s-1) 5.780×10-4 1.480×10-5 2.383×10-4 2.850×10-4 5.057×10-4 2.876×10-4 
The Nyquist plot in Figure 4.13 shows improved conductivity of the star copolymer 
modified electrode over bare Pt electrode and polypyrrole. Impedance spectroscopy data 
confirmed that the star copolymer had better ionic conductivity (lower Rct and τ values) at 
-700 mV.
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CHAPTER 5 
Electrochemical Impedance and Morphology of 
Electrochemically Synthesized G2-poly(propylene imine)-co-
polypyrrole Dendritic Star Copolymer  
 
The results discussed in this chapter stem from the experimental procedures outlined in 
Chapter 3 section 3.4.3 (general experimental) and section 3.4.4. The chapter presents the 
result of the G2-poly(propylene imine)-co-polypyrrole novel dendritic star copolymer 
electrochemically synthesized. 
5.1  Introduction  
Star copolymer materials are particularly useful for coatings because of their spherical 
structure and their ability to pack in three dimensions. The 3D structure with extended 
conjugated linear polymer chains gives star copolymer properties that are better than the 
typical 2D linear polymers. [23]. Star copolymers are branched macromolecules that have 
a central core to which multiple linear polymer chains are attached. Synthesis of 
conducting star, graft and block copolymerization of the conducting polymer leading to a 
new material with modulated properties can be employed [315-316]. Electrochemical 
copolymerization can produce a variety of conducting materials with different optical, 
electrical and morphological properties as well as control electrochromic properties [30-
32]. 
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Polypyrrole exhibits good electrical conductivity and high air stability and is a useful 
conducting polymer[11]. Poly(propylene imine) dendrimers are highly branched 
macromolecules terminated with amino groups with a number of interesting 
characteristics. Dendrimers, with their easily accessible multiple terminal or end 
functional group, are ideal for the construction of star-shaped polymers [317]. 
Electrochemistry and sensor application of pristine PPI, metallo-PPI and PPI-gold 
nanocomposites have been studied by our group [261-262, 313]. Dendrimer-star 
copolymers [318] are novel types of molecular architecture, in which many linear homo- 
or block copolymer chains are attached to a dendrimer core. Dendrimer-star copolymers 
combine the properties of conventional polymers with those of dendrimers [319]. 
Conducting star-shaped copolymers consisting of a regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) 
arm attached to a polyphenylene dendrimer core have been reported by Wang et al. [320]. 
The poly(propylene thiophenoimine)-co-poly(3,4 ethylene dioxythiophene) dendritic star 
copolymer was electrochemically synthesized by our group [321].  
5.2 Synthesis of Pyrrole-functionalized Generation 2 Poly(propylene imine) 
Dendrimer (G2PPI-2Py)  
The synthesis of G2PPI-2Py dendrimer was carried out by a condensation reaction of 
G2PPI with 2-pyrrole aldehyde following the method of Smith et al. [322], and Salmon 
and Jutzi [323] with some modifications. A reaction mixture of poly(propylene imine) 
generation 2 dendrimer (0.5 g, 0.6468 mmol ) and 2-pyrrole aldehyde (0.4920 g, 5.174 
mmol) in 50 mL dry methanol was magnetically stirred under a positive pressure of 
nitrogen gas for 2 days in a 100 mL three-necked round-bottom flask. The methanol was 
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removed by rotary evaporation and the residual oil was dissolved in 50 mL 
dichloromethane DCM; the organic phase was then washed with water (6 × 50 mL) to 
remove unreacted monomer. The DCM was removed by rotary evaporation and yielded 
the desired product as an orange oil. The method used above is a slight modification of 
that reported by Smith et al. [295] and Salmon and Jutzi [296]. The yield was 1.65 g, 75% 
(Scheme 1). 
1H-NMR analysis of G2PPI-2Py in (CDCl3 200 MHz, ppm ): 1.36 (s, br, 4H, H-1), 1.74 (t, 
8H, H-2), 2.43 (m, br, 12H, H-2&3), 3.51 (t, 8H), 6.21 (t, 8H, H-8), 6.47 (d, 4H, H-7), 
6.86 (s, 4H, H-9), 8.1 (s, 4H, H-6). NMR of PPI-2Py gave a new chemical shift at 8.1 ppm 
for N=CH. Strong FTIR bands appeared at 1634 cm-1 for N=C in the dendrimer moiety, 
and the absorption of out-of-plane bending C–H at the α-position of the pyrrole ring at 
729 cm-1 was observed. 
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Scheme 5.1: Schematic of synthesis of G2PPI-co-PPy. 
5.3 Electrochemical Synthesis of Poly(propylene imine)-co-Polypyrrole (G2PPI-
co-PPy) Modified Platinum Electrode 
The procedure used to prepare the G2PPI-2Py modified platinum electrode was described 
earlier, in Section 3.4.3. The modified electrode was then immersed in an aqueous 
solution of 0.1 M LiClO4 (5 mL) containing 0.5 M pyrrole monomer (0.177 mL) by 
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cycling the potential between -600 mV and +800 mV at a scan rate of 50 mV sec-1 for 20 
cycles to obtain G2PPI-co-PPy (see Scheme 5.1). A similar experimental procedure was 
used to prepare PPy homopolymer on the bare polished Pt electrode surface.  
5.4  Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy  
The FTIR transmission spectra of PPy, PPI-2Py, and G2PPI-co-PPy are shown in Figure 
5.1. In the spectrum of PPy, the specific absorption peaks appear at 3400 cm-1, 1520 cm-1, 
1033 cm-1, 890 cm-1, and 777 cm-1. Similar results have been reported by Depaoli et al. 
[299] and Kang et al. [300, 324] for the Py ring, namely, stretching vibration bands at 
1520 cm-1 (C=C), and 1130 cm-1 (C–N). The peak at 3400 cm-1 was assigned to the N–H 
stretching vibration in pyrrole. The 1100 cm-1 peak was broadened because of overlapping 
of the N-H bending vibration with the perchlorate vibrations [324]. The C–H stretching 
and bending of Py was observed at 780 cm-1. The spectrum of PPI-2Py, showed out-of-
plane bending of the C–H bond located at the α position in the Py ring at 729 cm-1 [302]. 
The sharp peak at 1634 cm-1 was assigned to the stretching vibration of the N=C bond 
present in the dendrimer moiety. In the spectrum of G2PPI-co-PPy the bands due to PPy 
appeared at 1590 cm-1, 1416 cm-1, 1015 cm-1, and 799 cm-1, but here the sharp N=C band 
in PPI-2Py now appeared at 1622 cm-1. Furthermore, the absorbance at 729 cm-1 
disappeared after the polymerization, indicating that PPI-2Py was converted to G2PPI-co-
PPy via α–α coupling of the Py units. The sharp band at 1063 cm-1 was ascribed to the N–
H in-plane deformation [303].  
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Figure 5.1: IR spectra of G2PPI-2Py, G2PPI-co-PPy and PPy. 
 
5.5  Fluorescence Spectroscopy of G2PPI-co-PPy  
The star copolymer exhibits fluorescence properties with excitation and emission, the 
fluorescence spectra of G2PPI, PPy and G2PPI-co-PPy were investigated and recorded as 
shown in the previous report [298]. Excitation and emission bands of 271 and 448 nm 
respectively were observed for G2PPI and this agreed with that obtained by Wang et al. 
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[325]. For the PPy 351 and 384 nm excitation and emission bands were observed 
respectively [298]. G2PPI-co-PPy dendritic star copolymer exhibited florescence 
properties with excitation at 375 nm and emission at 407 and 430 nm.  
The star copolymer was excited at the wavelengths corresponding to that of the PPI and 
PPy to see whether the constituent retained their individual property, but the observed 
emission could not be reversed to their excitation bands upon an emission–excitation scan. 
However the fluorescence is apparently affected by the formation of G2PPI-co-PPy 
dendritic star copolymer via copolymerization of G2PPI-2Py modified electrode with PPy. 
The formation of the copolymer causes changes in the polarization of the chromophoric 
system. This shows that an entirely new compound was synthesized. In fact, the bands of 
the star copolymer seem to be an average of its constituents indicating the formation of a 
hybrid material. On the other hand to confirm the formation of the star copolymer, it was 
excited at the wavelength corresponding to G2PPI and PPy but the observed emission 
could not be reversed to their excitation bands upon an emission–excitation scan. This 
shows that an entirely new compound was synthesized.  
The fluorescence intensity of G2PPI-co-PPy dendritic star copolymer is related to 
excitation and emission wavelength that is measured, the analysis of the excitation 
emission matrices (EEM). Fluorescence spectra can in addition describe the relationship 
among fluorescence intensity of excitation and the emission wavelength. Figure 5.2 (A, B) 
shows a typical three-dimensional excitation-emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence 
spectrum of G2PPI-co-PPy dendritic star copolymer. The fluorescence intensity of 
excitation wavelength in the 3D isograms ranges from 330 to 390 nm and emission 
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wavelength is between 400 and 460 nm. As it can be seen from Figure 5.2, A the dendritic 
star copolymer has the large fluorescence intensity in the emission range from 400 to 445 
nm for which the maximum peak is at 433, 407 nm and excitation range from 355 to 390 
nm for which the maximum peak is at 376 nm. 
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Figure 5.2: Excitation–emission matrix fluorescence of G2PPI-co-PPy dendritic star 
copolymer. 
5.6  Scanning Electron Microscopy  
The morphology of electrochemically prepared PPy (Figure 5.3 c), exhibits a dense 
growth of whelk-like helixes [306] initiating from the bare Pt-electrode surface with 
average base diameter of 1.0 µm. The surface of the G2PPI-2Py coated Pt electrode 
surface is shown in Figure 5.3 c. At higher magnifications (Figure 5.3 a, b) the whelk-like 
helixes of the star copolymers are hollow with openings at their tapered ends and with 
average base diameter of 0.5 µm. Chen et al. [306] reported the preparation of polypyrrole 
whelk-like helixes on the surface of a glassy carbon electrode with an average base 
diameter of 1.0 µm via electrochemical polymerization of pyrrole monomer in the 
presence of a surfactant. In addition, Chen et al. [306] have showed that high surface area 
and hydrophilicity of the polypyrrole whelk-like helixes enhances electrocatalytic activity 
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as shown by the increase in oxidation current of ascorbic acid. Our experiments show that 
polypyrrole whelk-like helixes can form on a bare Pt surface, in the absence of surfactant 
as well as, from a Pt surface coated with a pyrrole-functionalized dendrimer via electro-
polymerization of pyrrole in the presence of aqueous 0.1 M LiClO4.  
  
 
Figure 5.3: SEM images: (a, b) electrochemically polymerized G2PPI-co-PPy (×10,000), 
(c) electrochemically synthesized PPy on bare Pt electrode (×10,000) and, (d) 
functionalized dendrimer (G2PPI-2Py). 
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5.7  Cyclic Voltammetry of Star Copolymer Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy 
Cyclic voltammograms of the Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy ranging from 20 to 100 mV sec-1 have 
been studied (Figure 5.4). It can be seen that the anodic peak currents (Ip) of Pt|G2PPI-co-
PPy increased linearly with increasing scan rate (v) as shown in Figure 5.4 inset, which 
indicates the occurrence of the electrochemistry of surface confined species. The value of 
the slope of the linear plot of log v versus log Ip can be used to elucidate the nature of the 
processes influencing the electrochemistry of the surface confined material. Slopes with 
values of 1.0 and 0.5 refer to adsorption-controlled and diffusion-controlled 
electrochemical processes, respectively. Intermediate values for the slope indicate mixed 
diffusion/adsorption-controlled processes [326]. 
In this work, the nature of the process controlling the peak was elucidated from a plot of 
the log of anodic current (log Ipa) against the log of scan rate (log υ) (not shown) which 
gave a slope of 0.676, r2 = 0.99943, which confirmed the occurrence of 
diffusion/adsorption-controlled electrochemistry of the Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy nanoelectrode in 
0.1 M LiClO4 system. In order to estimate the number of electrons transferred, equation 
5.1 (Laviron’s equation) [327] and equation 5.2 [328] were re-expressed to give equation 
5.3:  
4RT
AΓFnI
22
p
ν=                      (5.1) 
Γ= nFAQ           (5.2) 
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4RT
nFQνI p =           (5.3) 
where: Γ is the surface concentration of the electrode material (Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy, mol cm-
2), A is the electrode area (cm2) and Q is the quantity of charge (C) calculated from the 
reduction peak area of the voltammogram; and n, Ip, F, R and T have their common 
meanings. From the plot of the anodic current (Ipa) against the scan rate (υ) Figure 5.5, 
which gave a slope of 2.842×10-6, r2 = 0.99967, n was calculated to be 2.25 for the anodic 
processes. The surface concentration (Γ) of the G2PPI-co-PPy film was estimated to be 
4.2733×10-11 mol cm-2. This reveals that the electrode contains a thin electroactive 
surface-bound polymer film and the occurrence of electron diffusion along the conducting 
dendritic star copolymer chain is established.  
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Figure 5.4: Cyclic voltammograms of star copolymer Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy at potential scan 
rates of 20 to 100 mV sec-1 in 0.1 M LiClO4. 
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Figure 5.5: A plot of anodic current (Ipa) versus the scan rate (υ). 
5.8 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy of G2PPI-co-PPy in 0.1 M LiClO4 
Electrochemical impedance is an effective tool for studying the interfacial properties of 
surface modified electrode and the mechanisms for charge transfer and ion transport in 
polymer film electrolyte interface. The impedance characteristics of any electrode system 
depends on the overall effect of several parameters which include electrolyte resistance 
(Rs), charge transfer resistance (Rct) between the solution and the electrode surface, 
Warburg element (Zw) and double layer capacitance (Cdl) (due to the interface between 
the electrode surface and the solution ). The use of a constant phase element instead of the 
capacitance is required to optimize the fit to the experiment and this is due to the nonideal 
nature of the electrode [329-330]. However, impedance spectroscopy also allows the 
detection of change in capacitance due to electrode modification. The low frequency 
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capacitance change (values) can be obtained from the imaginary part Zim of the complex 
impedance part of the spectra using the following equation [331-333]. 
im
s fz
C π2
1=           (5.4) 
where: f is the maximum frequency, π = 3.142, and Zim is the slope of the plot of the 
imaginary impedance against the reciprocal of frequency.  
The Nyquist plot for various modified electrodes showed a specific capacitance of 0.7415, 
6.5297 and 1.9323 µF cm-2 for bare Pt, Pt|PPy, and Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy, respectively.  
EIS was used to estimate the ionic conductivity of PPy, G2PPI-2Py and G2PPI-co-PPy in 
lithium perchlorate (pH 6.1). Ionic conductivity is a measure of how well a material 
accommodates the movement of ions carrying the current in the solution. The highest real 
impedance to the flow of charge of ca 10 MΩ (not shown) was observed for G2PPI-2Py 
because the pyrrole monomer hindered the flow of ions through the dendrimer core onto 
the electrode. This is expected, because Py is only conducting in its polymer state. The 
marked reduction in the impedance after polymerization is an indication of the 
polymerization of the pyrrole monomer on the dendrimer architecture. Since PPy is a 
conducting polymer, the PPy arm facilitated the flow of ions through the star copolymers 
onto the electrode surface. Figure 5.6 A and B shows the Nyquist and Bode plots of 
Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy measured at different dc potential from -200 to -500 mV. The most 
conducting potential was determined by interrogating the EIS of the star copolymer at 
different potentials. 
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Scheme 5.2: Redox species of G2PPI-co-PPy. 
As shown in Figure 5.6 A the most conducting potential was found to be -200 mV which 
was taken as the optimal potential. The domination of Warburg diffusion in the 
electrochemically prepared star copolymer was due to the holes created by the dendrimer 
architecture (as shown from SEM analysis) which enhanced flow of perchlorate ions. 
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Figure 5.6: EIS: (A) Nyquist, and (B) Bode plots for Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy at different 
potentials from -200 to -500 mV
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Figure 5.7: (A) Randles equivalent circuit, (B) EIS Nyquist plots of Pt, Pt|PPy, and 
Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy, and (C) EIS Nyquist plots of Pt|PPy, and Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy in 0.1 M 
LiClO4 at a dc potential of -200 mV.  
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As shown in Figure 5.7, the diameter (i.e., charge transfer resistance, Rct) of Nyquist 
semicircle was smaller for Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy (128.1 Ω) than for bare Pt (336.3×103 Ω). 
This shown that the conducting PPy arms of the dendrimer facilitated the flow of ions 
through the star copolymer onto the surface of the electrode (see Scheme 5.2). 
Furthermore, the PPy-modified electrode gave a Nyquist semicircle diameter of (4436 Ω), 
which was higher than the value of 128.1 Ω obtained for Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy. The increase 
in the conductivity of the dendritic star copolymer may also be ascribed to the increase in 
the conjugation length of the copolymer after the incorporation of the PPy arms onto the 
dendrimer thereby facilitating easy flow of charge through the holes created by the 
dendrimer architecture (as shown from SEM analysis) to the electrode surface.  
The Nyquist plots shown Figure 5.7 b show that the conductivity of the star copolymer 
modified electrode was better than that of the bare Pt electrode and the PPy. The 
interfacial charge transfer resistance values, denoting either the kinetic resistance to 
charge transfer at the copolymer-solution boundary or electron transfer at Pt|G2PPI-co-
PPy boundary, at different potentials were also plotted as shown in Figure 5.8.  
The charge storage capacity, the real impedance and the charge transfer resistance of 
Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy varied with potential at the lowest frequency of 100 MHz as shown in 
Figure 5.8. The best potentials at which the dendritic star copolymer exhibited higher 
ionic conductivity behaviour was -200 mV with a lowest interfacial electron transfer 
resistance as shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8: Potential dependence of (A) charge transfer resistance, and (B) real 
impedance for Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy at 100 MHz. 
On the other hand, the same responses were observed for bare Pt and Pt electrode 
modified with polypyrrole (Pt|PPy) at the same potential of -200 mV used for comparing 
the behaviour of the three electrode platforms as illustrated by the Nyquist plots shown in 
Figure 5.6. Determine the effect of the platform on the kinetic parameters of the in the 
electrolyte solution of 0.1 M lithium perchlorate an estimate of the certain kinetic 
parameters such as time constant (τ), heterogeneous rate constant (Ket), exchange current 
(io) were carried out using the following equations, mentioned in Chapter 4 (Section 4.9): 
4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 (and repeated here for simplicity): 
dlctCR
1
max =ω
                                                                           (4.6)
 
dlct C  R ×=τ                                                                           (4.7) 
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ctnFR
RTio =
                                                                                  (4.8)
 
∗= CnFAKi eto                                                                                  (4.9) 
The τ values were 5.9343×10-7 s rad-1, 0.31826 s rad-1 and 0.01154 s rad-1 for Pt|G2PPI-
co-PPy, bare Pt, and Pt|PPy, respectively. The value of the exchange current calculated 
showed that the dendritic star copolymer exhibited a higher value (1.00226×10-4 A) than 
bare Pt (3.8177×10-8 A) and Pt|PPy (2.89428×10-6 A). These results showed that the flow 
of charge through the star copolymer onto the surface of the electrode was faster at the 
Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy modified electrode than the bare electrode.  
The heterogeneous rate constant is a measure of the rate of electron transfer at the surface 
of the electrode. Hence, an increase in Ket value from 1.1177×10-7cm s-1 for the bare Pt 
electrode to 2.9343×10-4 cm s-1 for the dendritic star copolymer modified electrode also 
corroborated the facile flow of charge through the copolymer platform [298]. 
Furthermore, the time constant obtained from equation 4.7 for the star copolymer platform 
was lower than that for the bare Pt electrode (see Table 5.1). This is in agreement with 
earlier reports for modified electrodes [267]. The impedance parameters in Table 5.1 were 
obtained by fitting the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5.7 A, where the fitting error 
was less than 5%. 
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Table 5.1: Kinetics parameters of LiClO4 on bare Pt, and Pt|PPy and Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy 
modified electrodes at -200 mV 
Kinetic parameters Pt|bare Pt|PPy Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy 
ωmax (rad s-1) 3.142 86.650 13011.650 
τ (s rad-1) 0.318260 0.01154 5.9343×10-7 
i0 (A) 3.8177×10-8 2.89428×10-6 1.00226×10-4 
Ket (cm s-1) 1.1177×10-7 8.4737×10-6 2.9343×10-4 
 
Surface coverage of 99% was obtained for the star copolymer on the Pt electrode. The 
value was determined from the Rct value using the equation 4.5  
In summary, as seen in Table 5.1, the star copolymer had better ionic conductivity than 
polypyrrole and bare Pt (lower Rct and τ values) at -200 mV.  
This impedance behaviour suggests that this material can be tuned, based on the applied 
potential, for desired performance-one of the characteristics of a smart material. 
Moreover, impedance changes were also observed in the phase angle values after the Pt 
electrode was modified with PPy, and G2PPI-co-PPy. Figure 5.9 shows the plots of phase 
angle changes with frequency for the bare Pt, PPy, and G2PPI-co-PPy. Bode plots 
demonstrated significant differences in the electronics of bare Pt, PPy, and G2PPI-co-PPy 
interfaces. On the other hand, the EIS spectra showed that at low frequency (100 MHz), 
when the electronic of the electrode system are minimally perturbed, the Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy 
exhibited semiconductor behaviour (phase angle value 45.3°). The Pt|PPy and Pt electrode 
had phase angle values of 38.2°and 16.5°, respectively.  
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Figure 5.9: EIS Bode phase angle plots at a dc potential of -200 mV: star copolymer 
Pt|G2PPI-co-PPy, pristine PPy, and bare Pt in 0.1 M LiClO4. 
5.9. Sub Conclusions 
A novel dendritic conducting star copolymer, G2PPI-co-PPy, was successfully 
synthesized electrochemically. It exhibited high ionic conductivity, which facilitated the 
free flow of charge through the holes created by the PPy arms in the conducting star 
copolymer. Morphological characterization of G2PPI-co-PPy revealed hollow whelk-like 
helixes of the star copolymers, with an open structure, which explains the ease of charge 
transportation through the copolymer film. The nanoelectrode exhibited a two-electron 
electrochemistry process. The Bode phase angle analysis of EIS data confirmed that the 
star copolymer is a highly semiconductor material. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
6.1 Conclusions 
Novel dendritic conducting star copolymers with polypyrrole arms and a poly(propylene 
imine) (PPI) dendrimer core of generations 1 to 4 (G1 to G4) was successfully 
synthesized, by making use of both chemical, as well as electrochemically-based 
experimental protocols. The Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H NMR) of PPI-2Py 
gave a new chemical shift at 8.1 ppm for N=CH, which confirmed the incorporation of 2-
pyrrole aldehyde into the PPI dendrimer structure and Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR) showed that strong bands appeared at 1630 cm-1 for N=C in the 
dendrimer moiety, and at 729 cm-1 for C-H at the α-position of the PPy ring, while the 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for chemical prepared star copolymer exhibited 
improved of thermal stability than pyrrole functionalized PPI dendrimer. X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) analysis of first generation chemical prepared star copolymer (G1PPI-co-PPy) 
revealed a broadly amorphous structure associated with PPy, and crystalline peaks for PPI 
at 2θ values equal to 18.9°, 31.86°, 33.74°, 37.65°, 45.96°, 48.48° and 52.4°. The 
electrical conductivity of the chemical prepared star copolymer have been analyzed along 
with the Hall effect measurements, which has been performed that the conducting star 
copolymers are a semiconductor N-type having electronic conductivity of 0.7 S cm-1 in 
comparison to the 1.5 S cm-1. The IV curve measurements of Voltage to Current for 
polypyrrole and star copolymer showed high resistance and the high voltage in the star 
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copolymer than that of polypyrrole. This shows that polypyrrole has higher electronic 
conductivity than the star copolymer  
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) results shows that the electrochemically prepared 
star copolymer has interesting morphological surface (whelk-like helixes), the results 
showed changes in the surface morphology from functionalized dendrimer to the star 
copolymer the morphology; In fact, while the morphology of the chemically prepared 
copolymers resembles that of flaky wax material, at higher magnifications, it became 
apparent that the electrochemically grown star copolymers actually consist of hollow open 
tubes (with openings at their tapered ends) having an average base diameter of 2.0 μm. In 
this regard, it is anticipated that these holes will in fact give the conducting star 
copolymers higher Ionic conductivity, resulting from the flow of ions from the solution 
electrolytes to the surface of the modified electrode through the star copolymer.   
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) showed that the first generation 
conducting star copolymers G1PPI-co-PPy exhibited slightly higher ionic conductivity 
than pristine PPy in lithium perchlorate the Z’/kΩ values are 500, 2.5 and 1.75 for G1PPI-
2Py, PPy and G1PPI-co-PPy, respectively.  
The research work also focused on the electrochemical study of a second generation 
conducting star copolymers G2PPI-co-PPy on platinum electrode at dc potential applied 
of -200 mV, decreased the electrochemical charge transfer resistance when compared to 
electrodeposited polypyrrole (PPy) on platinum electrode as well as the bare Pt. The 
decrease in charge transfer resistance may attribute to an increase in the conjugation 
length of the polymer as result of the linking of the highly conjugated PPy to the PPI 
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dendrimer. Bode impedimetric analysis indicates that G2PPI-co-PPI is a semiconductor 
with a maximum phase angle shift of 45.3° at 100 mHz.  
The Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) showed phase angle Bode plots of 
forth generation conducting star copolymers G4PPI-co-PPy on platinum electrode 
observes that impedance changed with change dc potential applied. At -700 mV, the star 
copolymer and PPy show two times constant as depicted in the two ф max of the phase 
angle (two semi circles on the Nyquist plot) and one time constant at 100 mV, depicts that 
the interfacial kinetics of these material strongly depends on the applied potential. The star 
copolymer exhibited a 2-electron electrochemistry and a surface coverage of 99%, the 
conducting star copolymer film was found to have excellent electrochemical properties, 
such as improved electron transfer ability, and good stability. That we believed to 
particularly useful for electroanalytical application. 
The conducting star copolymers are novel and have not been reported to the best of my 
Knowledge elsewhere. Related to this, it was considered that the study and exploration of 
these compounds properties such as semi-conductivity, potential tenability, fluorescence, 
biocompatible nature of the dendrimer core and interstitial voids, in conducting and/or 
electroactive film configuration settings could contribute to the knowledge of very useful 
materials for enzymatic biosensor applications and super-capacitive material. 
6.2 Recommendation: 
My thesis open an entirely new view of the electrochemistry of conducting dendrimeric 
star copolymers on poly(propylene imine) dendrimer core polypyrrole from generation G1 
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to G4. These conducting star copolymers have been synthesized for the first time. In order 
to tailor these materials for future applications such as super capacitance material, 
rechargeable batteries, sensor and biosensor applications, as well as optical power limiting 
materials, new and versatile synthetic tools must be developed. Moreover, the structure 
property relationship of these materials must be further understood. 
I recommend more surface studies such scanning electrochemical spectroscopy and X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy should be investigated so as to have better clue to the surface 
chemistry of the electrosynthetic poly(propylene imine) dendrimer core polypyrrole 
dendrimeric conducting star copolymer. For chemically prepared dendrimeric conducting 
star copolymer need more conductivity study and the effect of metal nanoparticles 
insertion on the conductivity using Hall effect measurement.  
Future work to establish further the electrochemistry of chemically and electrochemically 
prepared of these dendrimeric conducting star copolymers will be worthwhile. 
Electrochemistry of star copolymer has been shown good electrochemistry results; the 
application of the dendrimeric conducting star copolymer as enzymatic biosensor 
platforms is worth investing. 
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